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The all-new 2015 Acura TLX is putting conventional thinking on notice with 
technologies and performance options that will soon be in the hands of 
TLX drivers: two high-revving, highly fuel-effi cient new i-VTEC® engines; new 
8-speed and 9-speed electronic transmissions; next-generation Acura Super 
Handling All-Wheel Drive™ (SH-AWD®) and Precision All-Wheel Steer™. acura.ca/TLX

THE ALL-NEW 2015 ACURA TLX.  STARTING FROM $34,990.*

* Selling price is $34,990 on a new 2015 Acura TLX (Model UB1F3FJ). Price of model shown, a new 2015 Acura TLX V6 Elite (Model UB2F7FKN) is $45,290. Prices exclude $1,995 freight 
and PDI, fees, license, insurance, registration, and taxes (including GST/HST/QST). Some terms/conditions apply. Model shown for illustration purposes only. Offer is subject to change or 
cancellation without notice. Dealer may sell/lease for less. Dealer order/trade may be necessary. While quantities last. Visit acura.ca or your Acura dealer for details. © 2014 Acura, a 
division of Honda Canada Inc.

INCREASE your HEART rate 
at the PUSH of a button.

IT’s that kind of thrill.
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Wonderful Winter Opportunities

VANTAGE POINT

It’s December again and at the risk of being labeled a cock-eyed
optimist, the winter presents a wonderful opportunity for doing
repairs, maintenance and upgrades to your boat in the off-sea-
son.

I just returned from a major conference in Florida for people
in the marine trades and boat building. It was a lovely big, trade-
only show, jam-packed with parts, materials and educational
seminars of all kinds, geared to people in the boat building,
repair and refit industry. As you can imagine, I’m like a kid in a
candy store!

To see everything all in one place at one time helps to give
you an interesting perspective. When it comes to contemporary
boats, there’s some good news. It seems that if you started off
with a good quality, well-made fiberglass boat either power or
sail, chances are it will have a very long practical life and that
makes it something worth maintaining.

If the boat is more than 15 years old, the engines it original-
ly came with are probably pretty well worn out. So that’s more
good news… The new engines are a quantum leap ahead in
both economy and performance plus, they run so much better
than the old engines that it’s hard to describe.

Nowhere is this more obvious than when you drive one of the
new 4 stroke outboard motors, regardless of the horsepower.
The new outboards from all the major engine builders are pow-
erful, lightweight, smooth running, smoke-free and silent as
well. I was recently on board a big saltwater fishing boat that was
rigged with triple 300 hp Mercury Verado engines, all idling
while we shot a video and you could barely hear them running.
Incredible!

If your boat is equipped with stern drive power, both
MerCruiser and Volvo Penta have just introduced new V-6
engines that make the kind of horsepower old technology V8s
did, but that are lighter weight, offer significantly better fuel
economy and again, are smoother, quieter and nicer to operate.

It makes economic sense to re-power a good older boat if it
still has lots of years ahead and if you go for these new engines,
they connect to all the great electronic engine management
and navigation technology that has been introduced lately for
your helm.

The common language among all the latest high-tech sys-
tems is NMEA 2000, a technology which allows greatly

enhanced communication from one electrical device to another,
throughout your entire boat. 

Back in 1994, the marine electronics industry recognized the
need for a true networking interface standard and NMEA 2000
was developed to be the controller area network [CAN] marine
electronics interface. Currently, it is the open industry standard
for networking on vessels and it was designed to allow microcon-
trollers and devices to communicate with each other without a
host computer. CAN is a message-based protocol originally
designed for automotive applications, but it is now used in other
areas such as aerospace, industrial automation and medical
equipment, as well as in the maritime world since the develop-
ment of NMEA 2000.

NMEA 2000 is not proprietary. It is an open network envi-
ronment for the entire marine industry to use. NMEA 2000 is a
very robust industry standard that allows boaters to use products
from many different manufacturers on the same network. 

Many of the new high-tech engines are able to integrate with
digital dashboard instruments, navigation equipment, security
monitoring systems and even onboard entertainment equipment
and in turn, you can operate or manage many of these systems
remotely through your mobile devices. 

It’s an incredible world of new technologies and capabilities
that older vessels can’t access unless you add a NMEA 2002
network and equipment to take advantage of these new user
benefits.

Consider what might happen if you are out on the water and
a sudden weather change leaves you enveloped in a dense fog.
Turn to page 34 in this issue and you will see some of the ways
you can get home safely, even in a smaller boat if you have
invested in some of these new technologies and equipment.

What ever it is that will make your 2015 boating season more
enjoyable, your marina or repair yard can probably accommo-
date your maintenance, repair or re-fit projects over the winter
so that your boat is in top shape, (maybe better than ever) for
the coming summer.

Perhaps this issue of Canadian Yachting will inspire you to
make that call! •

Andy Adams–Editor



Clean lines, excellent stability and easy handling make the Sun Odyssey 349 a great performing boat. 
The new Sun Odyssey 349 designed by Marc Lombard is offered in a two or three cabin layout with  
a spacious salon and a fully functional galley. The interior is warm, bright and inviting.
Enter the world of Sun Odyssey. 

Sun Odyssey 349
Elegant Simplicity

Sun Fast   3200   new 3600
Sun Odyssey   new 349   379  409   439  469   509
Deck Salon   41DS   44DS   50DS
Jeanneau Yachts   53   57   new 64

info@jeanneau.com   410.280.9400  www.jeanneau.com
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WATERFRONT

The 2014 NP Yacht Owners Rendezvous at Telegraph Harbour Marina
last week was a huge success, attended by 24 boats and 55 people.
Everyone enjoyed the great food, music and Mexican theme. A good
time was had by all and the
weather cooperated despite a
few downpours on the last day.
Educational and round-table ses-
sions for both women and men
were well attended. Many thanks
to Malcolm Ellison of Lightship
Mobile Marine for his entertaining
and informative sessions, stories
and laughs.  

Sponsorship by Trevor Brice 
of NP Yachts, Malcolm Ellison of
Lightship Mobile Marine, Dolphin
Insurance and Philbrooks
Boatyard and many other 
businesses was very much appre-
ciated. We will be providing you
with more business throughout
the coming year and are already
looking forward to the event next
year in Anacortes

2014 NP Yacht Owners Rendezvous 

Canadian Yachting magazine Editor
Andy Adams has been hard at work
reviewing Yamaha’s latest
WaveRunners. The new VX Deluxe
and VX Cruiser models feature great-
ly improved hull design for better
ride and handling as well as Yamaha’s
new RiDE dual throttle controls 
- a world’s first.

Controlled by an Intelligent Boat
Control Unit, BCU, RiDE utilizes a
patented bucket design that forces
water out the sides of the bucket,
thereby acting as a virtual rudder
that keeps the watercraft tracking in
the direction the driver intended. 
At any time, the driver can stop the
boat very quickly while maintaining
control and the new design also
makes this the easiest personal
watercraft ever for low-speed 
and docking. 

Look for these new models to
debut at the Toronto International
Boat Show in early 2015!

CY’s Andy Adams Reviews

Yamaha’s Latest
WaveRunners
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WATERFRONT

Visit Our Showroom At

1628 Duranleau Street
Granville Island, B.C. V6H 3S4

604-688-2325
604-688-5162 fax • www.Roton.ca www.FurunoUSA.com

Amazing Furuno Fish Finder Performance
combined with

Feature-Rich C-MAP 4D ChartsGP1870F
Now Only
$995 MSRP

GP1670F
Now Only
$695 MSRP

GP1870F/GP1670F 
GPS Chart Plotter/Fish Finders

Every once in a while, you come 
across a true value, one that seems 
almost unbelievable. Can you imagine 
getting a genuine Furuno Fish Finder, 
along with a full-featured GPS Plot-
ter, all for under $700? Imagine no 
more and head to Roton Industries’ 
showroom today!

Seafaring Santa 
– Nautical Gift Ideas for the Holiday Season
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New from Sperry, 
The Pelican III Rain 
Boot for Women

Beautiful new colours and styles
make this rain boot both practi-
cal and a terrific accompaniment
to any outfit:
• Tall Waterproof Boot with

Signature Hardware Detailing
• Micro-Fleeced Lining Provides

Warmth Under Foot
• Non-Marking Rubber Lugged

Outsole with Wave-Siping for
Ultimate Wet/Dry Traction

• Shaft Height: 12”
• $78 US  

www.sperrytopsider.com

Go Pro Introduces 
the HERO4 
Features 4K30 and
1080p120 video, 12MP
photos up to 30 frames
per second, built-in Wi-
Fi and Bluetooth®, and
Protune™ for photos
and video. Waterproof
to 131’ (40m). Includes
surf mounts.

Introducing HERO4
Black, the most advanced GoPro ever. Featuring
improved image quality and a 2x more powerful
processor with 2x faster video frame rates,1
HERO4 Black takes Emmy® Award-winning
GoPro performance to a whole new level.
Incredible high-resolution 4K30 and 2.7K50
video and high frame rate 1080p120 video
enable stunning, immersive footage of you and
your world. New Protune™ settings for both pho-
tos and video unlock manual control of Color,
ISO Limit, Exposure and more. Waterproof to 131’
(40m) with 12MP photos at a blistering 30
frames per second and improved audio,1 HERO4
Black is the ultimate life-capture solution.

Purchase in Canada from $399 at
http://www.westmarine.com/gopro

w f hw fwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww............ffffffffffffoooooooooooogggggggggggghhhhhhhhhhhh............ccccccccccccaaaaaaaaaaaawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww........fffffffffoooooooooogggggggggghhhhhhhhh........ccccccccccaaaaaaaaaa

Phone: 416-251-0384 or 
1-800-342-FOGH (3644)

FULLY STOCKED CHANDLERY
 & ONLINE STORE

01 Oxford Street in Toronto, ON • M8Z 5T11 01 O f d St t i T t ON MM8Z 5T119090

Buy a Boat with
Confidence and Save
Money
The Specific Details That Save Money 
and Reputations... Now In A
Step-By-Step Guide. “Most
boaters (new and experienced)
don’t know how to buy a boat.”
Afterall, being an expert boater
and an expert boat-buyer are
two entirely different things.
$59.95
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WATERFRONT

What’s the VHF channel to hail the fuel dock? When’s the last time
the oil was changed? Will a friend know where to find the shackle
key? Boaters will find a wealth of such information in Bernard
Engraving’s Boating Manager series. 

Available in Power Boat Manager or Sailboat Manager formats,
they make thoughtful and highly practical holiday gifts.

These onboard reference logs become more valuable over time
as owners continually add their own data to them. They are invalu-
able to someone who may have to captain a boat during an emer-
gency, when lending out a boat or to the next owner of the vessel.

Designed to lay flat, Boating Managers feature a 3-ring, loose
leaf format with durable poly covers. Color-coded chapter tabs
provide easy reference. Pages to record crucial information such as
piloting, vessel documentation and data, inventory, medical history and maintenance logs are 
included. The Sailboat Manager also includes sections on sails, rigging, trimming, and cruising and
pre-arrival anchoring and docking checklists.

Experienced and new boaters alike will appreciate the laminated quick reference cards. Now, 
vital information such as a pre-start checklist, sound signals and waypoint log, can be brought up 
on deck.

www.bereng.com

On Board Reference Doubles As Log Book

The Yacht-Master II is designed
to meet the needs of professional
sailors. This regatta chronograph
features the world's first pro-
grammable countdown with a
mechanical memory. It provides
precise synchronization with the
crucial starting sequence of a
yacht race.

Charting Its Course
Style of the Yacht-Master II
The Yacht-Master II’s bold and
distinguished marine character is
firmly in line with the spirit of the
Oyster Professional watches. The
regatta chronograph’s clear dis-
play epitomises Rolex's constant
attention to detail.

Its red-contoured countdown
arrow and the seconds hand are
readable at a glance against the
dedicated 10-minute countdown

graduation on the dial and the
graduations on the bezel.

4161 Movement Features
The Yacht-Master II is equipped
with calibre 4161, a self-winding
mechanical regatta chronograph
movement entirely developed
and manufactured by Rolex. The
result of over 35,000 hours of
development, the Yacht-Master II
introduces a new regatta count-
down with a unique, patented
mechanical memory created by
Rolex. A number of the 360 com-
ponents in the 4161 movement
are so tiny or complex that they
can only be made by new, cut-
ting-edge technology.

Spirit of the Yacht-Master II
Yachting has an elegance that
the sport’s harsh conditions can-

not obscure. Along the Sardinian
coastline, commanding yachts
cut through the Mediterranean
with agility and apparent ease.
But the idyllic scene belies the
competitiveness, for this is an
event where the crews are deter-
mined to win.

Rolex Yacht-Master II
Oyster, 44 mm, steel and Everose gold

Nautical Gift Ideas for the Holiday Season
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WATERFRONT

CY’s Online Store has all of 
your Nautical Gift Options

Canvas Classic Tote
with Navy Trim

This 20”W x 15”H x 9”D classic
tote is made from biodegradable

premium 16 oz. cotton canvas and is 
attractively trimmed with navy. It features double 

layered reinforced bottom and wrap around handles
including an inside zippered pocket for keys, 

glasses or change.
$30 CDN

Here are a few offerings from our online store. 
Please order before December 1st to ensure ample shipping time. 
www.CanadianYachting.ca/Store

WinchRite by Sailology
Rotation: 50-130rpm via variable
speed technology in both 
directions allowing for two speed
winch rotations. Winch cog 
contains unique drive to prevent
failure in both rotation directions.
Cog will not unthread or snap 
the retaining screw.
$799

Techno Lite Jacket
This Navy Techno-Lite Jacket has an attached lined hood
that can be rolled into the collar. It features a vented 
horizontal back yoke, and a shock cord drawstring at 
the hem. 
Colour: Navy Sizes: 
Womens: XS – 3XL  Mens: XS – 5XL.
$50 CDN

Navy Vintage 
Hooded Zip Jacket
This Navy Men’s Vintage 
Hooded Zip Jacket is made 
from pre-shrunk 100% cotton
fleece. It features a hood 
with draw cord, front hand
warmer pockets and spandex-
enhanced rib knit cuffs and
waistband.
Colour: Navy
Sizes: Mens and Womens 
Small to 2X Large
$65 CDN



A New Grand Yacht On A More Intimate Scale

The Prestige 420 displays all the grand luxury and seaworthiness you would expect 

from a much larger yacht. Her surprising interior is a harmonious blend of openness 

and privacy with independent accesses to both cabins. Her advanced pod propulsion 

system delivers performance to match all that comfort.

BE YOURSELF
BE PRESTIGE

My PRESTIGE 420, My LIFESTYLE

FLYBRIDGE COLLECTION  620  550  500  450  NEW 420
COUPE COLLECTION  620S  550S  500S  450S  NEW 420S
YACHTS DIVISION  NEW 750

www .pres t i ge - yach ts . com
IT ALL STARTS NOW

410.280.2775  contact@prestige-yachts.com

Discover the Prestige 750 at the Ft. Lauderdale International Boat Show, Oct. 30 - Nov. 3, 2014.
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OFFSHORE
I N S U R ANC E

d o l p h i n i n s u ra n c e . c o m

PH: 1.604.261.9200  ○  1.800.460.0619

What’s Happening in 
CY’s Online Community?
Join the discussion online via our Facebook, 
Twitter and YouTube communities. 

See what Canadian boaters
are excited about:

What we want to know is how do
you slow it down?? Electric
wakeboard is a game changer...
http://ow.ly/CsoAq

Canadian Yachting’s Eileen Walsh
and John Armstrong represent at
the annual Boating Ontario golf
tournament.

(Video)  Canadian Yachting’s
Andy Adams reviews the 2Tinga
Tunnel Hull Dinghy
http://youtu.be/d7q-yw3pBLE
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THE
 WORLD’S FIRST

PROPANE
 POWERED
OUTBOARD
 ENGINES

AVAILABLE IN

2.5hp, 5.0hp,
9.9hp & 15hp

Contact us for a dealer nearest you

1494 Powell St
 Vancouver, BC V5L 5B5

Phone: 604-253-7721 
Toll Free: 800-663-0600 

70 Ellis Drive Unit 1 
 Barrie, ON L4N 8Z3

Phone: 705-721-0143 
Toll Free: 800-565-9561 

 POWERED
ANEPROPPANE

 WORLD’S FIRST
THE

 WORLD’S FIRST

9.9hp & 15hp9.9hp & 15hp9.9hp & 15hp9.9hp & 15hp

oll Free: 800-565-9561 TToll Free: 800-565-9561 
Phone: 705-721-0143 
 Barrie, ON L4N 8Z3
70 Ellis Drive Unit 1 

oll Free: 800-663-0600 TToll Free: 800-663-0600 
Phone: 604-253-7721 

 5B5, BC V5Lancouver V
1494 Powell St

Contact us for a dealer nearest you

oll Free: 800-565-9561 
Phone: 705-721-0143 
 Barrie, ON L4N 8Z3
70 Ellis Drive Unit 1 

Contact us for a dealer nearest you

Always use your charts, GPS and 
eyeballs...these rocks just under the
surface near Good Harbour, Georgian
Bay are tricky and not always 
marked, as these unfortunate boaters
discovered today.

Facebook: www.facebook.com/canadian.yachting

Twitter: @CdnYachting and @CdnYachtingWest

Web: www.CanadianYachting.ca

YouTube: andyadamseditor

Michele Sacco Publisher of
L’Escale Nautique  and Greg
Nicoll publisher of Canadian
Yachting Magazine sailing on the
new Beneteau 22 at the US Sail
Show in Annapolis Maryland.
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ENGEL HIGH PERFORMANCE COOLERS 
NOW AVAILABLE IN CANADA. 
When you compare Engel’s DeepBlue 
coolers to other brands, it’s no wonder 
Engel rates at the top of the class. With 
2 inches of solid insulation in lid, walls 
and bottom combined with a premium 
silicone door seal which keeps cold 
in and heat out, bear resistant, clean 
cut, good looking with no ugly chunks 
of plastic sticking out. Engel is built to 
keep ice from 8 - 10 days. Many sizes 
to choose from. Engel AC/DC Fridge 
Freezers also in stock.

UK Products Canada Inc.
16652-117 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta
Phone (877) 560-2350 Fax (780) 444-3989 
www.underwaterkineticscanada.com

DEALER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

ENGEL COOLERS
BEAR RESISTANT

MODEL  SIZE  OUTSIDE  WEIGHT

ENG25  25 Qt. 20.5 x 14.25 x 13.8  18 lbs

ENG35  35 Qt. 25.4 x 14.8 x 15.1  22 lbs

ENG65  65 Qt. 29.9 x 16.8 x 16.5  28 lbs 

ENG80  80 Qt. 34.8 x 16.8 x 17.6  33 lbs 

ENG123  123 Qt. 42 x 18.8 x 17.7  45 lbs 

ENG240  240 Qt. 51.8 x 22.2 x 21  68 lbs 

ENG320  320 Qt. 62 x 22.7 x 22.1  102 lbs

WATERFRONT

Registration is now open for the first ever Atlantic
Sailing Conference to take place Saturday,
November 22 at Citadel High School in Halifax.
Topics already confirmed include; fundraising, 
insurance & risk management issues, developing an
able sail program, hosting regattas, getting your
program into schools, and increasing participation
for 16-24 year olds, and so much more. Keynote
speaker will be Nicholas Hayes who wrote Saving
Sailing, which discussed the decline of participation
in sailing and what we should be doing to increase
numbers. 

A full schedule will be posted shortly. The
Conference is preceded by the Sail NS Awards on
November 21, with a feature presentation by Brian
MacInnes of Team Oracle. at the Maritime Museum
of the Atlantic from 7-9pm.

Registration information is at 
www.sailnovascotia.checklick.com/online-registration 
or visit  www.sailnovascotia.ca

Sail Nova Scotia presents the Atlantic Sailing
Conference November 22
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Queen City Yacht Club 

CLUB PROFILE

Imagine a club that has been
around for 125 years, that used to
rent their club house, finally built

a club house only to have it go headfirst
into the lake, that rebuilt the clubhouse
on an island that didn’t used to exist, and
then not be able to get there unless you
whistled to someone from across the inlet
at Ward’s Ferry, to come get you in a row-
boat! Sounds unbelievable…it’s the lega-
cy of the Queen City Yacht Club

In 1793 Lieutenant-Governor Simcoe
and his wife used to picnic on the
island, although it was really not an
island at that time, rather a peninsula
coming out from the eastern end of the

city. As the only way into the harbour
was through the western gap, he decid-
ed to make Toronto (then York) the mil-
itary centre of Upper Canada and
Gibraltar Point (now Hanlan’s Point)
would guard the entrance. Fort York
would eventually be built across the
western gap to help defend the city.
The area was known to the Mississauga
natives as “the place of trees standing
out of the water.” It had been made up
over a millennia from alluvial deposits
carried west from the Scarborough
Bluffs, helped with the flow of the
Niagara and Don Rivers. A violent
storm occurred in 1858, which forever

separated the “peninsula” from the
mainland creating a crescent shaped
chain of islands, curving into an 8 km
hook, broken on the inside into tiny
lagoons and islets.

From their meager beginnings of rent-
ed boathouses near the foot of York Street
to their permanent home on Algonquin
Island in Toronto, Queen City Yacht Club
has had a vibrant history with a culture of
sharing in the club’s work. Originally part
of the Toronto Yacht Club in the1880s, a
group of young men who wanted to form
an affordable club of their own was
inspired by the name Queen City of the
Lake, which people were then calling

1939: QCYC from Wards Island

I
By Katherine Stone
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Toronto. A month after official incorpora-
tion as a club on July 17, 1889, the local
newspaper wrote that “QCYC boasted 60
members and some 20 boats.”  Racing
was the primary reason that men joined
the club and by November of that year
were also members of LYRA (Lake Yacht
Racing Association) which is still in exis-
tence today.  Things were booming, so
another building was acquired next door
on Clindinning Row south of the old
Union Station (dismantled in 1928).
Within a couple of years, facilities were
rented from the Toronto Canoe Club just
west of the foot of York Street. 

Reccurring themes, encountered by

many clubs, that would last decades
began to emerge. Some of these included
disagreements with the Royal Canadian
Yacht Club (across the adjoining slip),
club finances, and assessments. Also, this
was at that time, a man’s sport. Being
standard for the time, ladies were not
encouraged to visit, their amenities were
sparse, and of course, they were not
allowed to become members.

In it’s very first year, QCYC held
weekly races, leaving from the foot of York
Street, rounding the Gibraltar Point buoy,
to the eastern end of the harbor, and back
to the start. On the occasion when RCYC
and QCYC did work together, they man-

1910: QCYC Clubhouse base of York Street designed by E J Lennox.

1920: QCYC Clubhouse sinks into Toronto Harbour.
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aged to thwart the Toronto Harbour
Trust’s (now the Toronto Port Authority)
idea of restricting racing in the harbor and
fining yachts for meddling with Steamer
traffic. However, they did have quite a

row over who could use the harbor on
what night and ended up splitting the
harbor racing area in half.

The opening of the splendid new
$2,000 three-story  E.J. Lennox-designed
(architect and club member who helped
create Toronto City Hall and Casa Loma)

clubhouse in 1902 on the property rented
from the Argonaut Rowing Club, on their
wharf at the foot of York Street,  solidified
Queen City’s emergence as one of the
leading clubs on Lake Ontario’s water-
front. Ladies could now be invited by
members to the club balcony on
Saturdays and race days. At that time,
aside from sailboat racing, smoking con-
certs were the rage. As club rule #7 strict-
ly forbade the drinking of spirits and
gambling on club grounds, smoking filled
the void at $2 a pop. Soon with a profit of
$45, funds were put toward renovating
the ladies’ parlour. By 1909 dues had shot
up to $10 with close to 190 members.
However, in a step backward, ladies had
lost the privilege of even using the mem-
bers’ balcony, as the club had gained and
retained the reputation for enjoying a
good party!

In 1912 the Toronto Harbour
Commission started an expansion pro-
gram designed to deepen the harbor for
larger commercial vessels and then to use
the newly created land from the dredging

1968: QCYC launch of Algonquin Queen.

1989: QCYC Haulout.
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to expand the waterfront shoreline.
According to the book put together by
Wayne Lilley, a member for the
Centennial, in the process of dredging,
“at about 2:30 a.m. on July 7, 1920, the
pilings beneath the clubhouse gave way
and the three-story clubhouse sagged into
the harbor up to about the top of the first
story.”  Fortunately, the club was already
considering a move to Sunfish Island,
which ironically, had been created by the
harbour’s dredging. At that time the only
other inhabitants of the island were a
YMCA boys’ camp and an airplane hangar
at the far western edge.  By 1938 Sunfish
Island had been renamed Algonquin
Island and there were some houses, float-
ed over on barges from Hanlan’s Point.

The club’s first haulout was October
1921 using an east-west Marine railway,
eventually changing to a north-south
direction by 1929, as it still is today. By
1923 women could finally join the club as
“social” members. However, they could

only be appointed to serve on a commit-
tee, but not as a board member, and
could not vote. For this “privilege” they
paid $5, which was only $10 less than a
senior member.  However, by 1948 it
seems that they had lost the right to join
the club. Seems to me like they were fol-

lowing hemlines because by 1950 they
were allowed to moor and sail a boat, but
still could not vote, unlike the rest of
Canada where they voted in the 1921
national election. It took until 1969 for
women to finally be able to join as Senior
members, yet they were one of the first

Canadian Power and Sail Squadrons
www.boatingcourses.ca  | 1-888-CPS-BOAT

Learn more than just the ropes from CPS-ECP  
Register today at: boatingcourses.ca

1989: Skyshot of QCYC.
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47

clubs to do so.
Seems that reports reached the Board

that bad language was all too common
around the club in the mid 1940s. The
League of Decency was formed who car-
ried tin banks into which were deposited
10 cents for every bad word uttered. Even
the commodore, after inadvertently drop-
ping a full bottle of Scotch, was said to

have paid $4.30! Apparently the language
cleaned up so fast that the league was
soon abolished. E. Graham Dougall, a
longtime member recounted that, “There
was also a motion in the 1950s to not
allow strippers in the Grand Hall!”

Their own tender, Algonquin Queen,
was acquired and went into service in
June 1968. It was replaced by the

Algonquin Queen II in 2003. By 1979
The Rapids Queen was acquired and
sunk as a break wall to cut the surge in
the lagoon that accompanied a nor-
wester. Although it made for better
sleeping aboard your boat, there was

1990: QCYC Club house and the
Algonquin Queen.
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absolutely no chance of getting any
shut eye if your boat was moored under
the Great Hall when one of the
renowned parties took place.

The self-help philosophy has forged
long-lasting friendships that are passed
down from generation to generation.
Richard Slee, Communication Chair,
says that their motto really should be,
“Brute strength and ignorance over comes
all!” This uniquely beautiful club is situat-
ed on an island in a park that is found in
the largest urban car-free environment in
North America. 95% of their fleet is sail
and they have a vibrant learn to sail pro-
gram for young and old for more than 60
years. A new Learn to Sail Centre, once
more member designed, was completed
in 2014, with member storage lockers
next door. The “Snug Bar” on the ground
floor of the clubhouse is open all year so
members can skate or ski on the frozen
lagoons. The dining room was added in
1964 and, added to the Great Hall, it

makes for ideal party conditions, for
which they are famous.

“Crowd her north?” “Where’s the
butterboard?” “Everyone on the pointy
end!”  “Clear the track!” “Follow the
car!” are all shouts you will hear, along
with mysterious words like, “King
plank, cross-haul, ways and sleepers,”
but they are close to the hearts of the
members on their Marine Railway. It
may not be co-incidental at all that in
their 125th year, QCYC entertains

more boats from visiting clubs than any
other yacht club on Lake Ontario.
Come join the fun and belong to one
big family in a magical setting. •

Queen City Yacht Club; Box 401;
Station A; Toronto, Ontario  M5W 1C2;
416-203-0929; www.qcyc.ca

2012: Gunning in the new boats by
Joshua Slee.
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GALLEY GUYS

Story by: Greg Nicoll | Photos by:  Kathy Mak

Old Salts 
and Sea Salts

the pleasures of eating aboard a boat .
The first thing that we did was to select some recipes and

then we dove into trying to replicate the offerings from the book.
It became a little addictive! The Galley Guys strongly recom-
mend this book and want everyone that does not have access to
the the special foods, ingredients and flavours of the West Coast
must not fear; using the book as a guideline will help you to dis-
cover your own local flavours and local suppliers, who by the
way, are usually interesting individuals that make onboard din-
ing so memorable. Plus, the stories and adventures enountered
when sourcing great food and preparing the meal, can spice up

he old sea salt expression; “Over the transom” can gen-
erally mean one of two things; we have lost something
overboard, or something arrived unannounced. Most

often if something arrives unnannounced, we just toss it back
into the sea, however, sometimes the object can prove to be a
real treasure. So, another boating cookbook arrived at our door
without any advance warning and the options were; to chuck it
overboard, park it on the shelf with our other boating cookbooks,
or crack it open and see if it was really something special. Wow,
we were hooked like a salmon!

Sea Salt: Recipes from the West Coast Galley by Alison
Malone Eathorne, Hilary Malone and Lorna Malone with pho-
tography by Christina Symons and published by Harbour
Publishing, instantly came to life. The photograhy is spectacular
with stunning images from the Pacific Northwest, personal
glimpses of the authors and of course, mouth watering photos of
incredible meals and snacks. While much of book details the
Malone family`s love of food, it is also an odyssey of a sailing
family moving to the West Coast, embracing their passion for
sailing, growing as a family and taking full advantage of the
bounty of local foods and of nearby food artisans and growers,
but the book also brings a sense of richness and satisfaction to

T
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your dinner conversations.
The Galley Guys wanted to know more about the authors

and started a dialogue, first through their publisher and then
directly with Lorna Malone. Lorna is the mother of the Malone
family, but it quickly became very clear that Sea Salt was a col-
labrative affair with Mom and her two daughters. Our conversa-
tions became more involved and we went on to explain that we
would be cruising in the Gulf Islands this year and we asked if
there would be an opportunity to meet and interview the
authors. Well, one spoon lead to a fork and then to a knife and
before we knew it, the table was set to meet up with the
Malones on the East Coast of Vancouver Island for dinner. 

The destination was Genoa Bay 48° 45’ 29” N, 123° 35’ 58”
W, a half way point between Sidney and their home base of
Nanaimo on the north side of Cowichan Bay at the south end of
Sansum Narrows. Just being in Genoa Bay was a thrill. Post card
pictureque, a little funky, bit rustic, and totally laid back. Genoa
Bay is surrounded by mountain vistas, towering pines, calm
waters and a very eclectic aray of vessels. It was perfect!

The origins of Sea Salt started with sailing and racing on

Above: Genoa Bay on Vancouver Island is a little funky and
laid back with wonderful restaurants.

Left: Greg Nicoll with Hilary and Lorna Malone.

Hilary Malone in the galley of the Amritha Catamaran.
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The Best Tender
Lift Solution

The freedom to 
use your watercraft 
where and when you 
want with just the 
touch of a button! 
FreedomLift ™

is the ideal solution 
for transporting 
your tender or PWC.

� Installs independent of your swim platform

� The ONLY lift with easily removable Lift Arms

� Features wireless, hydraulic remote control operation

� Lifting capacity of 800+ lbs.

� Innovative design better than old-style platform lifts

See our dynamic video and digital portfolio on the web

www.freedomlift.com
Call us toll free: 1-866-543-8669

US Patent #6,474,265       Canadian Patent # 2,393,105

6 Reasons to Buy A Beta 

Unbeatable Value 

Superior Engineering 

Designed for easy servicing 

Custom tailored packages 

5 Year Warranty 

Expert technical support 
from purchase to install 

 
Services  

519 768 3438 
aquafacts@gmail.com 

 

Crinmar  
613 634 8100 

crinmar@crinmar.com 
www.crinmar.com  

High Quality Engines and Generators 

Contact your  
local Dealer 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 
  

 
 

 

  
 

 
  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 
  

 
 

 

  
 

 
  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 
  

 
 

 

  
 

 
  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 
  

 
 

 

  
 

 
  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 
  

 
 

 

  
 

 
  

 

  
 

 

Lake Huron in Ontario and then in the late 1970s came the big
move to the West Coast. Although the Malones spent many
years without a boat, it was always in their plan. They commis-
sioned Bent Jespersen and crew from North Saanich to build a
McCurdy & Rhodes design to be called Aerial. With much pride
Lorna says that after 25 years, Aerial looks as magnificent as the
day she was launched. But it was also fun to watch Hiliary start
to unpack all the food, trimmings and supplies in the galley of
Amritha, a Lagoon 400. Their sailboat, Aerial, is a traditional
single hull wooden sailboat with a galley built for both racing
and cruising. When Hilary`s eyes scanned the Lagoon`s enor-
mous galley she smiled and said this was going to be fun! Hilary,
the fearless cook of the family (who won the Gold Medal in the
Skills Canada BC 2013 competition), is a graduate of Vancouver
Island University’s Culinary Arts Program and she jumped into
action right away. 

DINNER HIGHLIGHTS: BALSAMIC BEETS
AND GOAT`S CHEESE CROSTINI.
Each element of this dish had a story and both Hilary and Lorna
were excited and proud to identify “their partners”, the local
suppliers; The Crostini loaf was made from grains grown and
milled on Vancouver Island by the Cowichan Bakery, the tangy
goat cheese is from Salt
Spring Island Cheese
Company, the beets are from
their own garden and are
“punched” out to give a
unique shape, and the sautéed
beet greens, (when is the 
last time you had beet
greens?) to give the dish 
an earthy tone. Chef Hilary
selected a sparkling wine from
Unsworth, a local vineyard, for
its crispness - a great starter
for any meal.

Dinner with friends needs
great food and lots of time to

Beets Crostini Seared Scallops

Unsworth 2012 Gewurz -
traminer from Unsworth
Vineyards in the Cowichan
Valley on Vancouver Island.



DO YOU HAVE THE SKILLS
to navigate safely in any condition, day  
or night? 

The Boating Skills Virtual Trainer will be on a boat show tour this 
winter for attendees to gain hands on experience and learn new 
manoeuvres. Risk Free!

Scenarios include:

Take the helm at the CPS-ECP booth during the following shows:

Toronto International Boat Show, January 10 – 18, 2015
Vancouver International Boat Show, January 21 – 25, 2015
Montreal Boat and Watersports Show, February 5 – 8, 2015
Halifax International Boat Show, February 19 – 22, 2015 

The Boating Skills Virtual Trainer is funded by a generous grant  
from the CPS Foundation.

Canadian Power and Sail Squadrons
www.boatingcourses.ca  | 1-888-CPS-BOAT

Departing the Dock
Working with Spring Lines
Fairways
Pivot Turns
Moorings
Docking

Slalom
Crossing/Overtaking/Meeting
Emergency Stops
Variable Winds  
Strong Currents 
Day and Night scenarios
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talk, laugh and learn. The Seared Qualicum Beach Scallops
with sweet corn-basil puree and heirloom tomato salad came
with an overview of the changes happening to the Qualicum
scallop industry. Lorna was quite concerned that with the rising
of the water temperature and changes to the acidity in the water,
the scallops needed to be brought to market sooner and are
noticeably smaller than the scallops harvested just a few years
ago, something we learned. As boaters we often have a firsthand
view of the results of our changing climate. It was suggested that
this meal should be planned for the beginning of a voyage while
the produce is still fresh. Hilary selected a Gewürztraminer,
again from Unsworth Vineyards in the Cowichan Valley, as its
dryness paired well to offset the sweetness of the scallops. 

Right at the beginning of Sea Salt, there is a section called
the “Tool Box”. Over the years of cruising and racing Lorna has
put together a list of all the kitchen tools and gadgets that she
feels are essential for running a proper galley for a journey at sea.
One important item is a large stockpot for crabs, soups, and
stews or when a large crowd shows up. The large pot on the
Amritha came in very handy for Hilary’s Pacific Cioppino. The
Cioppino is a show stopper and a perfect al fresco meal. This
fish stew has its origins in San Francisco and from the name you
can guess it has Italian roots. Chef Hilary uses a combination of
salmon, white fish like halibut, scallops, mussels, prawns and
clams, or what is fresh and available. Make sure you have a
crusty loaf or two of artisan bread to mop up all of the saffron
infused tomato broth. 

It was during the Cioppino that Hilary announced that she
has just came back from Beijing China where she had represent-
ed the Malone family by accepting the award they won; third
place in the 2014 Gourmand World Cookbook Awards’ compe-
tition for the World’s Best Fish and Seafood Book. The results

were announced at the first Beijing Cookbook Fair on May 20
and 21, 2014. The Gourmand World Cookbook Awards had
named Sea Salt Canada’s Best Fish and Seafood Book in late
2013, which made it eligible for this worldwide honour. All at
the table raised their glasses of 2011 Pinot Noir from Joie Farms
to toast their marvelous accomplishment.

Often it takes a little extra touch to make something extra
ordinary become something unbelievable. A coffee cake for
dessert sounds very ordinary but this was no ordinary coffee
cake. It burst with cranberries and hazel nuts and with Hilary’s
flare for food styling, the presentation was a show piece.
Actually, it was made ashore days before and kept in an air tight
container as it did not need refrigeration. The coffee cake with
a dollop of thick Greek yogurt, fresh raspberries and edible flow-
ers along with a glass of Averill Creek's Cowichan Black fortified
blackberry wine was like the finale of a fireworks display. 

Many of the traditions and practices of the naval services are
passed from generation to generation of service members by sea
stories as told and retold by old salts. An old salt might be heard
saying “this is how we have always done it on this ship”. On all
boats, there will be always limited storage space, small galleys,
long distances to markets and limited refrigeration space that
often keeps us from eating like the admiralty. The Malone
women think not! Experimenting, seeking out local suppliers
and taking some risks have taken them from racer/cruisers to
internationally acclaimed cookbook writers. Maybe it is time to
revisit your spice locker? Old Salts meet Sea Salts. Three cheers
to Alison, Hilary and Lorna!! •

For more photos and a video interview with the authors visit
www.CanadianYachting.ca  

www.catamaransailingcharters.ca
www.seasaltcookbook.com

Pacific Cioppino from Sea Salt: Recipes from a West Coast
Galley cookbook.
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ELECTRONICS FEATURE

You may not recognize the name Herbert L.

Stone, but he was published in Yachting maga-

zine back in 1916. He wrote an article called

“Lost in a Nova Scotia Fog” and it’s a great, salty

read about true adventure in the days long

before there were marine electronics on pleas-

ure craft. There’s a connection…Canadian

Yachting regularly features the writing of

Katherine Stone doing yacht club profiles and

sailboat reviews. It is with considerable pride

that Katherine and her family share her great-

grandfather’s Yachting article. Here is a taste of

the story…the full re-print is on the Canadian

Yachting website at www.canadianyachting.ca 

About Electronics?
Are You in a‘Fog’

While Marine Electronics 
are Changing at a Rapid
Pace...Fog is Still the Same!

Herbert L. Stone

You have all run in a fog at some time or other in your yachting
careers! It is a safe bet that none of you like to do it - in spite of
the satisfaction that comes when you pick up your buoy, or begin
just where it should be, after you have run your distance down
– when most of you agree with the men who follow the sea for
a living rather than for pleasure that they would sooner face a
gale of wind than a fog of any duration. When you get them both
together, however, you are indeed in hard straights, especially
when the land is close a board. 

I got mixed up with this combination once, with the fog last-
ing for three days on end. Black, blinding, choking Nova Scotia
fog it was, with surging, treacherous, swirling Fundy tide under
us just to keep us from going to sleep on our jobs. The combi-
nation nearly got us at that, when the sense-deadening mist
finally blew away and showed us the land and the outlying
ledges off our starboard beam our minds cleared up slowly, just
as they did when we got our senses back after whirling round
and round and round, as we used to do when boys.

It happened in this way, and if you are interested in dead
reckoning navigation you will like to hear about it, maybe. We

Lost in a Nova Scotia Fog
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Getting a Feel For Fog

had been lying in Digby, Nova Scotia, for three days waiting for
the fog to blow away, so that we could start back for the States
on our homeward cruise, Annapolis basin being our “Farthest
North” that year. Our yacht was auxiliary yawl Piute. Forty-three
feet on the water she was, sixty feet over all, designed by that
master-hand Carry Smith, and for power she had a 20-horse
power, two-cylinder motor tucked away in the lazarette that
would knock her along something over six knots or seven statue
miles. We had jogged along leisurely on the way up, stopping at
most of the Maine ports, and were in a hurry to get back so that
we were willing to make some long jumps if necessary. 

Finally, on the fourth morning the glass, which had
been stationary, went down three-tenths, and, looking for a
westerly, I decided to make a start, though the fog was still as
thick as ever, calculating it would blow away before we made the
other side of the Bay…

By Rob Gordon

“Fog lasting three days on end. Black, blinding, choking Nova
Scotia fog it was...”

That’s how yachtsman Herbert Stone describes his “sense-
deadening” venture into the fog of Nova Scotia’s Bay of Fundy
back in 1916. Stone may have been too kind to fog in his article
“Lost in a Nova Scotia Fog’’; he didn’t mention treacherous,
intimidating and even deadly. And, oh yeah, it’s often cold and
always wet to the bone.

It’s a sure bet that the fog hasn’t changed much since Stone’s
voyage aboard the 60-foot yawl Piute. Nope, it’s the same fog
and the same ocean, but there has been a sea change in how we
finagle through fog.

Stone was guided along the Atlantic Coast by magnetic com-
pass, marked his position on a paper chart and figured out the
boat’s speed with a windup clock; all essential tools for navigat-
ing by dead reckoning.

These days GPS, AIS, Radar, reflectors, deflectors, depth
sounders, VHF and colour plotters are common devices aboard
most yachts. Still, even with all these toys and tools, fog can be
down-right scary.

So, should we be scared of fog? And, just what is fog anyway?
Let’s start with Environment Canada’s official definition of fog.

Fog:  “A cloud based at the earth’s surface, consisting of tiny
water droplets, or under very cold conditions, ice crystals or ice
fog. It is generally found in calm or low wind conditions. Under
foggy conditions, visibility is reduced to less than 1 kilometre.”

Seems straight forward enough to me; fog is a compound,
fine droplets of H20 suspended in the air. A sort of low flying
cloud that won’t let you eye-ball anything beyond a kilometre.
And it gets worse. In a “fog bank” the visibility is less than half

a kilometre, says Environment Canada’s glossary.  And as every
weathered sailor knows, it can close-in much tighter than that
sometimes.

“When you are in fog, you are in a cloud...fog is made up of
trillions and trillions of tiny water droplets that are so light they
float,” says meteorologist Richard Zurawski who has authored
several books on maritime weather and climate change.  And as
avid Atlantic sailor, Zurawski knows the reality navigating in the
cloud.

Just like the more lofty clouds, there are several kinds of fog
(and I don’t mean thick, thicker and more thicker.)  Advection,
radiation, upslope and sea fog have different beginnings but they
share common ingredients.

“There is a recipe for making fog. You need three things: a
source of water, a condensation nucleus (it’s always dust) and a
cooling mechanism,’’ says Zurawski.

The perfect fog recipe can be found in June and July in the
Atlantic when the warm Gulf Stream mixes with the chilly
Labrador Current. Vast amounts of sea fog are whipped up and
served to coastal areas from Newfoundland to the southern tip
of Nova Scotia.

Trans-Atlantic solo-sailor Mark MacNeil homeports out of
the Armdale Yacht Club on Halifax’s Northwest Arm. Last year
he turned his Tartan 41 “Kula” true north at the harbour mouth
and headed for Greenland with his daughter as crew. The fog
started off Labrador and lasted eight days straight.

“Never saw a thing. Not even a glimpse of the Labrador
coast,’’ says MacNeil.

He warns that it’s easy to become complacent about fog but
recommends that you can never let your guard down. AIS
(Automatic Identification System) was MacNeil’s best fog-fight-
ing friend. AIS is built into Kula’s VHF radio and warns of

full story at www.CanadianYachting.ca
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You have to admire the knowledge, confi-
dence and consummate skill that Herbert
Stone showed while making his way
through three days of Nova Scotia fog
back in 1916, but thanks to the latest in
marine electronics technology, the aver-
age boat owner can get home safely if
they have the right equipment.

GPS - A GOOD 
STARTING POINT
Well…better than good, fabulous and
amazing really. We all have the United
States to thanks for GPS, the Global
Positioning System because they devel-
oped it back in 1973 integrating ideas
from several predecessors, including a
number of classified engineering design
studies from the 1960s. GPS was created
and put into service by the U.S.
Department of Defense and it was origi-
nally run with 24 satellites. It became
fully operational in 1995. 

GPS is a space-based satellite naviga-
tion system that provides location and

time information in all weather condi-
tions, anywhere on or near the Earth
where there is an unobstructed line of
sight to four or more GPS satellites. The
system provides critical capabilities to
military, civil and commercial users
around the world. It is maintained by the
United States government and is freely
accessible to anyone with a GPS receiver.

Today, even your cell phone is probably
GPS-equipped and GPS capabilities are
generally built into many marine electron-
ics components. GPS is unaffected by fog,
or most weather for that matter! Lots more
info about GPS is available at www.canadi-
anyachting.ca/products/electronics. 

Even on the smallest power or sail-
boat, as long as there’s room for a battery
to power it (or if you choose certain high-
end hand-held portable models) you can
get important fog-fighting capabilities in a
proper, new marine VHF radio. 

Some people feel they are covered
for communications if they take their 
cell phone or smart phone on the boat

approaching larger ships. The AIS transceivers aboard fishing
boats and freighters broadcast speed and direction relative to the
boat receiving the data. What’s coming, on what heading and
how fast; handy information when the bow of your boat is about
the limit of what you can see with your eyes. (Read more about
AID at http://ow.ly/CW9xB)

“Fog is more challenging than sailing at night. On a clear
night you can see something coming for miles. Heavy fog at
night means you see nothing at all, zero,’’ he says. 

As Herbert Stone wrote 98-years ago, the difference between
day and night in the fog is a change from “a jet black mist to an
impenetrable grey one.” The fog on Stone’s voyage was so thick
and dense he had to light the binnacle lantern during the day to
see the compass.

The fog was just as thick on MacNeil’s northern voyage. He
found radar useful but it’s a real power drain on a small boat bat-
tery system. On Kula, the radar would be sparked up by the per-
son on watch three or four times every hour, the radar’s fog
piercing beam searching for small boats, fishing high-flyers or
ice bergs.

Stop, look and listen is also a proven fog-buster, according to
many sailors who know the dark cloud all too well. Slip the
engine into neutral, or even turn it off, and drift for a bit in

silence. You just might hear the sound of another boat’s engine,
the clang of bell buoy or the slapping of waves against a rock or
the shore; all ‘need to know’ stuff in the fog.    

AND THEN THERE IS TRUST.
Airplane pilots call it spatial disorientation; a loss of senses dur-
ing a flight at night, or in clouds, or fog. Disoriented pilots start
to panic and begin to doubt their instruments, allowing flawed
instinct to take over. It can happen on boats when an inexperi-
enced crew in fog feels that the boat is going in circles or in the
wrong direction even though the navigation electronics say oth-
erwise.

The solution is simple and it works. Before you ever leave the
dock get to know your instruments and how to use them.
Practice navigating with GPS and radar on clear days, so when
you get  fogged in you will trust what they tell you.

I have a confession to make. I like fog and the thicker the
better. Getting all the navigation gear working and tuned just
right, plotting the course and hitting every mark requires really
clear focus. And like Herbert Stone who took off his “fog-soaked
clothes and turned into fog-soaked blankets” after forty hours
without sleep, there is a certain sense of accomplishment at the
end of a fog-bound voyage.

Fighting Fog with Technology

and we mentioned that many are GPS-
equipped. Users may argue that they
are near urban areas and usually get
strong cellular signals.

OK, but a cell phone is no replacement
for the latest and greatest VHF marine
radios that offer capabilities far beyond
what an old VHF radio is capable of.

Your smart phone has lots of cool fea-

This Standard Horizon GX2200 VHF
radio with AIS includes a screen 
showing 4 AIS targets. Note the red
DSC Emergency button. 



Furuno’s “1st Watch” DRS4W Wireless Radar is the first 

Radar system in the world that can be accessed directly 

using iOS devices, like the iPad & iPhone. The Furuno 

DRS4W Wireless Radar is the first step in a new direction 

for portable marine electronics.

 

➤ Easy installation, only a power source is required

➤ Simple touch interface with familiar gestures

➤ Range scales from 0.125 to 24 N.M.

➤ Use up to two iOS devices (iPad & iPhone) at once

➤ As easy to wirelessly connect as the WiFi network in 
your home or local coffee shop
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tures but cellular access will probably
only connect you to a 911 operator and
the most they could do would be to relay
your distress call to the Canadian Coast
Guard. It won’t help them locate you out
in the bay.

We are talking about the danger of get-
ting caught out in fog and absolutely, your
VHF radio is the very first piece of equip-
ment that you should have, even on a
trailer-size boat. The latest radios now
offer a range of communication functions
that might include:
• Full VHF send and receive compati-

bility with selectable Canadian,
American and international channels

• Global Positioning System [GPS] 
• Digital Selective Calling [DSC]
• Automatic Identification System

[AIS] 
• Plus, NMEA 0183 or NMEA 2000

network connectivity.

The new GPS-equipped VHF radios
have a feature called the Marine Mobile

Service Identity, MMSI and this is a
number you have to apply for, that is
issued through Industry Canada. If you
are in distress and your radio is MMSI-
capable and properly hooked up, there is
a big red Digital Selective Calling [DSC]
button on the VHF that you can press
and hold to automatically send your dis-
tress call along with your boat’s identity
and GPS position, to the Coast Guard.
All you need to know about VHF radios
can be found at http://ow.ly/CWaAU. 

In a real emergency, it does exactly
what you might not think, remember, or
have time to do.

Incidentally, some of these new radios
include a directory function so that you
can use your MMSI like a telephone
number to contact another MMSI-
equipped boat or shore station. You can
go directly past channel 16 to the party
you really want to call.

In addition to the MMSI, there is AIS,
Automatic Identity System which uses
the GPS and your MMSI, to send and

receive a unique signal to other vessels in
the area. With AIS the Coast Guard is
able to locate your boat among other AIS
equipped vessels in the area plus, some
VHF radios have a graphic display that
lets you identify other AIS-equipped ves-
sels near you, reducing the risk of colli-
sion under conditions like heavy fog.

For fixed mount radios, Furuno,
iCOM, Lowrance, Raymarine, Simrad,
Si-Tex and Standard Horizon all offer
excellent units with the features we are
describing.

If you could only have one device, a
properly equipped new VHF radio with
the functions we are talking about is the
single best tool for dealing with a danger-
ous situation like fog.

SOUND CARRIES
THROUGH FOG
I would bet that one of the most rarely
used pieces of equipment on most boats
is the horn. In the Herbert Stone story, he
talks about keeping a man on the “patent
bellows” fog horn to alert other vessels to
their presence, (if not their exact posi-
tion) and anyone with a working horn can
do the same when caught out in fog.

Another potentially useful device is a
loud hailer. There are some VHF radios
that include loud hailer capabilities or
you can get a stand-alone unit like the
Standard Horizon VLH-3000 Loud
Hailer. This is not expensive yet has con-
nections for forward and aft PA horns
with listen-back and includes bells and
whistles for four fog signals. 

Standard Horizon VLH-3000 loud hailer
that can produce fog horn sounds and
whistles.
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SEE WITH YOUR MFD 
The helm-mounted Multi-Function
Display (MFD) can guide you home with
considerable accuracy, especially if you
have a broadband radar system. Open
array types can be more powerful and
longer-range but the technology behind
broadband allows you to track a target
right up to the side of your boat.

The larger the screen, the easier it is to
see clearly and also the more versatile it
can be. Many units will display up to
three or four information feeds, so you
can be following a navigation chart, track-
ing your depth if you have sonar and mon-
itoring a radar sweep, all at the same
time. Better yet, some systems can over-
lay the radar sweep on the chart so each
target can be followed relative to your
speed and direction. Some can add AIS
targets into the mix too, greatly enhancing
the information.

RADAR ISN’T JUST 
FOR SHIPS
We recently went onboard for a demon-
stration of the latest Simrad Broadband
4G radar and it’s incredible technology.
The 4G system was fitted to a Yellow Fin
centre console fishing boat powered by
triple 300 hp Mercury Verado engines
and we tried out the Simrad 4G in the
harbour in Tampa, Florida. This unit is
the first to use “Beam Sharpening” to
greatly improve image resolution. You can
adjust to track a wide area or close down

to literally navigate to your slip in dense
fog. And, it has a near-instant start up so
you can conserve power if need be. 

See our demonstration video on the
Canadian Yachting website at:
www.canadianyachting.ca

But if you have other equipment on
board and an NMEA 2000 network, you
can connect a multi-function display
screen, compatible electronic chart sys-
tem or even a radar system to have much
better display of the traffic situation
around you. Those same networking
capabilities also makes it possible to inte-
grate all of your electronics such as chart

plotters, depth finders, radar, loud hailer
and other pieces of equipment to all work
together.

By the way, don’t forget to install a
proper antenna for your AIS. AIS-dedicat-
ed antennas increase safety and security.
With a variety of units specifically
designed to meet the broader bandwidth
requirements of all popular AIS trans-
ceivers, there are antennae for almost any
application. More on antennae can be
found at  http://ow.ly/CWbA2. •

Furuno has just introduced the very
newest radar technology; the Furuno
Wireless Radar sends the display image
to your iPad or even a smart phone so
others can monitor radar targets while
captain navigates through fog.

L to R: Shakespeare’s 396-1-AIS, 6396-
AIS, 5396-AIS, 5215_AIS Squatty Body
and 5250-AIS Skinny Mini.

Simrad Yellow Fin at IBEX
This was the Mercury-powered Yellow Fin that we drove to tape the video of the
Simrad 4G Broadband radar system recently in Tampa, Florida.

Your multifunction display like this crisp
and colourful Garmin screen showing
docks can guide you right into your slip
when hooked to the latest broadband
radar systems.
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The 2014 International
One-Design (IOD) 
North American Championship

IOD Skipper Bobby Constable of Nantucket, Massachusetts visiting Chester, 
Nova Scotia chased Hurricane Christobal clear across the Atlantic Ocean!

SPECIAL FEATURE

By Patricia Nelder

n the east coast of Canada, it is always a bit worrying
organizing an on water event on Labour Day weekend
as the Atlantic Hurricane season is active. In the week

prior to the 2014 International One-Design North American
Championship, August 26, 2014 to be exact, Hurricane
Christobal formed just North East of the Bahamas and weather
forecasters had spaghetti tracks heading north to Nova Scotia or
optimistically carrying the storm well clear of the eastern
seaboard. Our group decided to say positive and agreed with the
more easterly track and on August 28th, eight skippers and
crews from the USA, Canada and Bermuda arrived in Chester,
Nova Scotia to sail in the Championship. By then it seemed
clear that Christobal was passing to the south of Nova Scotia, so
the game was on!

Luckily the historic International One-Design class,
designed in Norway in 1936, loves wind.  In the early part of the
twentieth century, Long Island, NY  investment Banker
Cornelius Shields was a serious yacht club racer, racing the 28’
Sound Inter Club Class when he determined that a new and
better boat was needed to keep the attention of the club racers
in Long Island. Concerned about the cost of changes in design,

especially in the Metre rule classes, he decided that a One
Design where all the boats would be built exactly the same
would put the emphasis on the skill of the helmsman and crew
rather than on the designer, the sailmaker, the equipment or on
more money. Racing in Bermuda in 1935 he noticed a Six Metre
called Saga designed and built by the Norwegian Bjarne Aas.
Shields sent a proposal to Aas to create a boat that was slightly
smaller but similar in appearance. He then sold the idea to his
fellow Club members and 25 of the new boats were ordered
from Norway at a delivered price of US$2,670. In Bermuda,
another five boats were ordered and delivered in 1938, and a
fleet was put together in Norway the same year. Keeping a One
Design fleet is not easy and in 1946, standards and restrictions
were developed to protect the integrity of the one design and
these are updated regularly by the International One-Design
World Class Association. Currently there are eleven active fleets
operating in North America, Europe and Bermuda and each
fleet has its own rig modifications dependent on the regional
weather conditions.

O

Chester team aboard O2, San Francisco Team aboard 
Enigma Day 2.
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Rick Thompson, a Bermudan sailor who is a Chester, Nova
Scotia summer resident, grew up seeing and sailing the
Bermudan IOD Fleet  so when he moved to Chester in 2000 he
finally determined that the boat he wanted to sail in Chester
was an IOD. By 2005 his Mighty Mo was sailing in Chester and
soon Rick encouraged more boats to race against him and the
Chester IOD Fleet formed. Importing boats into a new fleet cre-
ated a few hurdles that had to be addressed. The Chester Fleet
has adopted a 7/8 rig with single spreader aluminum spars, and
instituted a sail purchase rotation plan. World Class Association
recognition as an official fleet was granted in 2009 and the boats
that have been brought into the fleet all bring their own history
which is well documented on the Chester Fleet website by Rick.
The boats span the years from the original Aileen which was the
first IOD imported to New York by Cornelius Shields in 1936 to
Enigma built by Tern Boatworks in Gold River, Nova Scotia and
launched in 2010. 

The Chester IOD Fleet boats race regularly throughout the
summer season and this year were recognized by Chester Race
Week as a one design fleet and raced on the one design course.
Internationally each year, events take place for the IOD fleet.
The spring season begins with Bermuda International
Invitational Race Week followed by the Nantucket
Invitational at the end of June and then three rotating venue
events each year. The North Sea Cup brings together competi-
tors from the European fleets; the North American Invitational
hosts representatives from the fleets in the US, Canada and
Bermuda, and the World Championships host representatives
from all fleets. Early in 2014, plans were formed to host the
North American Invitational in Chester at the Chester Yacht
Club. Representatives from all North American Fleets and the
Bermuda Fleet were invited and the Chester Fleet boats would
be provided for the teams.  Jay Hooper, a Professional Race
Officer (PRO) signed on to put the races on, Shawn Mulrooney
of South Shore Marine, Chester was in charge of getting boats
race ready, providing the on course windward mark boat and on
course boat repairs. Mike Kelley of CR Heisler Boatyard on
Gifford Island, Mahone Bay provided the very excellent tug
Miss Jenna as the signal boat and provided the pin and leeward
mark boat. Sally Deion found places for all visiting teams to stay,
and Rick Thompson provided his house in Chester as the venue
for the Thursday evening meet and greet. The social schedule
included Friday evening hors d’oeuvres at the Chester Yacht
Club and dinner at the Chester establishment Nicki’s Inn.

Friday morning August 29th was the skippers meeting, fol-
lowed by the draw for the boats. Each team sailed a different
boat each day, and the Chester team was not allowed to sail their
own boat on any of the days, so they drew first. Heavy north
west winds with gusts to 28 knots restricted racing to the inner
harbour in Chester and setting the start line and leeward gates
was a lesson in heavy weather mark setting by a green mark
crew. Depths in the harbour vary greatly and the start line ended
up being set in ninety feet of water! Jay Hooper determined that
the winds were too heavy for spinnaker use and it was exciting
watching the teams get used to different boats in the strong
winds. The former IOD World Class champion team of Peter
Rugg and John Burnham from Fisher’s Island, NY, got off to a
great start. They favoured the left side of the course and ended
the day with two firsts and a second to take a two point lead over
the Nantucket, Mass team skippered by Bobby Constable. The
San Francisco team skippered by Paul Zupan was in 3rd place.
The repair boat was kept busy as heavy winds blew out the win-
dows in several of the jibs and various pieces of gear were bro-
ken. A replacement jib was supplied to Mighty Mo which lead
to a redress for the Bermuda team as the jib was smaller than
the rest of jibs in use. Once ashore sail repairs of the jib win-
dows were carried out under the supervision of sailmaker Phyllis
Aschenbrenner, a team member from the North East Harbour,
Maine team. IOD Squall had to be withdrawn from the comple-
tion and replaced with the dark hulled Enigma.Sail repairs Day 1.
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Saturday brought south easterly winds of 10-15 knots, and
the course was set in Mahone Bay with the signal boat moored
south east of Quaker Island. This day the fleet flew their distinc-
tive red and white spinnakers for the first time.  The mark boat
was kept busy moving marks to ensure a non-bias course setting
for the three races that were held that day.  In the first race Craig
Davis of Bermuda was leading the race only to have his spin-
naker halyard stuck while trying to bring it down at the leeward
mark. Bobby Constable took full advantage of this mishap and

won the race and the next two races putting him ahead of the
Burnham/Rugg team by 2 points. Jay Nadelson of Chester and
his team finished third in all three Saturday races.  

The final two races on Sunday August 31st were held in the
harbour of Chester so that Chester residents would have a great
view of the teams competing on the water. This was to prove a
match-racing duel between Fisher’s Island team Burnham/Rugg

The International One-Design Class
The International One-Design Class was conceived to
build, maintain and race a fleet of “One-Design Yachts,
distinctive in appearance and performance, using one-
design racing, and especially to develop the competitive
capacities of both helmsmen and crews under the
fairest and most equal conditions.”

Dimensions
Length on deck 33’

Length on waterline 21’5

Beam 6’9:

Draft 5’4”

Sail area 438 square ft

Mast height 45’

Displacement 7120 lbs

Fisher Island team's Reed Baer safely aboard Mighty Mo Day 3

Fisher Island team aboard Aileen, Nantucket teams aboard
Elida and Mighty Mo, Day 2
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and Nantucket team Constable! The first
race was critical for the Burnham/Rugg
team as they needed to beat Constable to
have any chance of winning the regatta.
They successfully pushed the Nantucket
team over the line at the start making
them return to re-start the race. A tacking
duel then ensued. However the Fisher’s
Island team got caught in traffic and lost
their advantage over the Nantucket team
and, try as they may, did not catch them
as they slipped a further 2 points behind
Constable. Even more exciting was when
Reed Baer of Fisher’s Island slipped off

the foredeck on the lee side en route to the windward mark 
but was immediately hoisted back on board from the cockpit by
the rest of the crew. The final race saw very tight racing with 
a number of lead changes. However, on the final downwind 
leg Burnham/Rugg were able to catch Constable and were lead-
ing him past the finish line when Constable jibed, a foul ensued
and a protest was lodged. The protest committee determined
that Bobby Constable was disqualified and Burnham/Rugg won
the race.

Despite this decision the final results did not change as both
teams were allowed to throw out their worst score. Bobby
Constable won the regatta beating the John Burnham and Peter
Rugg team by only 1 point. There was indeed great racing from
both these teams during the regatta. Third place was a tie
between Peter McCausland also of Nantucket and Craig Davis
of Bermuda.

For many of the visiting team members, the event provided
them with their first visit to Nova Scotia and it provided mem-
bers of the Chester IOD Fleet  and its event organizers a better
understanding of international competition in one-design. 

When Rick Thompson was asked about his
dedication to the IOD Fleet his answer was quite
to the point; ‘Your question about what boat I
would race if I didn’t race an IOD is a good one and
I asked that question myself when I first came to
Chester and was thinking about some fast “plastic
fantastic” boat. However after a number of years I
had not purchased anything until I saw the advert
in Classic Boat magazine for Mighty Mo and at
that point I realized that the IOD would be a great
boat for Chester and in particular Mighty Mo
which I had raced in Edinburgh many years before.
I really don’t know why I had been thinking about
any other boat. •

More information about the Chester IOD Fleet 
www.chesteriodfleet.ca

North East Harbour aboard La Diva Day 2.

O2 with San Francisco's Paul Zupan, Ghost with Nantucket's
Bobby Cobstable, Mighty Mo with Bermuda's Craig Davis Day 1.

Signal Boat Miss Jenna.
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The Other
Virgin Islands

CRUISING DESTINATION

By Mark Stevens | Photographs by Sharon Matthews-Stevens

We’ve dropped the anchor in the northwest
corner of Pillsbury Sound, hard by a channel
bisecting two lush islands. Waters rush

through the passage, lured by the beauty of St. John, an
island that reclines in the afternoon sun like a Renaissance
courtesan. 

Our skipper today, Captain Wilson, knows these islands
like the back of his hand. He should – he’s boated here
almost daily since 2008. “I will take you where you want to
go,” he promises. “I will show you what you want to see.” 

I’ve cruised the British Virgin Islands numerous times
but I’m just getting my feet wet here. Today’s the perfect
introduction. 

W

One St. John ‘must-do’ is snorkeling at Trunk Bay, rated one of
the world’s best beaches.
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I pummel Captain Wilson with questions. “Best anchorages?
Must-do beaches? Navigational hazards to watch for?”

He’s a wellspring of information. I scribble notes furiously.
Our boat swings on its anchor line as we don our snorkel

gear. The distant ridges of Tortola hover like mirages, painted
campfire-smoke grey. 

But they aren’t waypoints on this float plan. 
We’re exploring the other Virgin Islands – the United States

Virgin Islands.
Headline act is a tropical trio, though a multitude of islands

and cays share these waters.  
St. Thomas is cruise ship landfall, the archipelago’s capital.
St. John is as different from St. Thomas as a sailor is from a

landlubber. Two-thirds of the land is National Park; population
is less than five thousand. 

St. Croix is laid-back and quiet – same population as St.
Thomas but three times the landmass.

AN ISLAND OF BEAUTY
In their book, Exploring the Virgin Islands, Joe Russell and Mark
Bunzel describe St. John as “one of the most beautiful islands in
all of the Caribbean.”

This may be an understatement.
Francis Bay, St. John. Early morning. The sun’s crested over

Mary Point, spotlighting Whistling Cay, casting its rays on a
blinding white beach. Waters further out are royal blue and
shimmering. Here they are lime and turquoise. A tropical forest
rises up behind your stern, a smattering of villas perched on the

slopes like mountain goats. There is an unbroken expanse of
vivid green behind Maho Point.

It is as beautiful as any BVI anchorage.
Now dive off the stern into crystal waters. Go ashore and

take a hike. Take a lot of hikes: two-thirds of this island is pro-
tected national park. March through unbroken forests, turn a
corner and discover a perfect beach or the ruins of a sugar plan-
tation.

Lash the boat to a mooring ball at Leinster Bay, overnight
near Coral Bay. “Do dinner ashore at ‘Skinny Legs’,” says
Captain Wilson.

Snug down on the north side of Cruz Bay just outside the
channel and visit one of my favourite Caribbean villages. It

boasts a beach bar called Joe’s Rum Hut,
pastel-painted shops with gingerbread
trim, and a square replete with bandstand
you share with roosters.  

Moor off Trunk Bay and snorkel along
an underwater trail beside a beach that’s
been rated among the world’s best.

Or slice through sapphire seas in fair
winds. 

AN ISLAND OF BEAUTY
(REPRISE)
Drop the hook off Great St. James Island
in “Christmas Cove”.

Gaze through the lifelines at an undu-
lating green promontory with rock forma-
tions that show like sculptures,
cactus-studded hills. 

But it’s the underwater delights that
earn Christmas Cove a place on the list of
beauteous islands.

Sandy bottom. Perfect visibility. A sea
turtle, mere metres from your snorkel
mask, ascends gracefully from the sea
floor. His snout breaks the surface; he

floats suspended for a moment, then he dives. 
A cloud of sand is stirred up twenty feet below you: a stingray

appears. Another ray rises up, flapping its wings like a bird 
in flight.

Now you cast off, headed for more islands of beauty. A spot-
ted ray breaks the surface, glistening in the sun.

Beauty in motion.
Now you discover Lovango Island, snorkeling over prime

specimens of star and brain and Elkhorn coral. 
You make for Hans Lollick Island, for an overnight anchorage

and an early morning visit to Coconut Bay. “Amazing beach,
hikes with great views,” says Captain Wilson pointing at it on the
charts. “Best yet, it’s isolated.”

All well and good – unless you’re looking for nightlife. 
That’s where St. Thomas comes in.

Despite the bustle of St. Thomas, even there are lazy afternoons on beaches like this
one at Magens Bay.
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A BEAM REACH FOR BUSTLE
Three years ago we visited the USVIs for the St. Thomas
International Regatta, one of the Caribbean Circuit’s premier
races.

One day we cut west out of St. Thomas Yacht Club in per-
fect easterlies. A few boats heeled behind us, more were dead
ahead.

Our craft that day was a serious Farr 65, courtesy of OnDeck
Sailing (available packages include race training, each race in
the regatta and the option of either staying aboard or ashore).

I ground winches, back straining. I watched the scenery glid-
ing by ever more quickly, but not quickly enough. We passed
hotels reclining on the shore; we nosed through the lateral buoys
marking Scorpion Rock and Rohde Bank, heading up and hard-
ening the sheets.  

We were on a beam reach for bustle.
Three towering cruise ships lurked off our starboard beam,

houses and buildings of Charlotte Amalie cast helter-skelter
over green slopes dead ahead, past a mega-yacht marina and an
explosion of shops, restaurants and bars housed in historic
buildings. 

But we were not bound for shore. We were pointing at a race
marker deep in the inner harbour. It was a race we were losing
even as the crew tweaked sails. 

But that seems to matter less here than it does on
Wednesday race nights back home. And St. Thomas Yacht Club,
with its red tile roofs, is well stocked with Caribbean brews.

Besides, Charlotte Amalie (though invigorating) probably
boasts too much bustle for the average boater.

Red Hook, in the east, is a great compromise. Still bustling, to

On a beam reach for bustle. Racing on an OnDeck boat, 
headed for Charlotte Amalie.

Perfect waters for sailing are found north of St. John.
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be sure, but fewer people, if an impressive list of amenities; great
restaurants, even greater bars, provisioning opportunities galore.  

And it’s located in Vessup Bay, a pretty if busy cove.
Overnight at American Yacht Harbor and cast off first thing in
the morning for some serious passage-making.

Discovering, at the end, another other Virgin Island.

ANOTHER OTHER VIRGIN ISLAND
St. Croix, the third member of this tropical triumvirate, is rough-
ly thirty-five nautical miles from her siblings, almost always a
beam reach. It’s either a fun romp or a lumpy ride in three-to-
four -metre seas. 

You should only consider it on a ten-day or two-week charter.
“Allow a minimum of three days,” write Nancy and Simon Scott
in their Cruising Guide to the Virgin Islands. “One to sail there,
one day to sightsee and one to sail back.”

It’s that middle day that does it for me. 
Take a Cruzan Rum distillery tour, stroll Christiansted’s his-

torical downtown with its fascinating eclectic array of architec-
ture where Denmark meets the Caribbean by way of France,
England and Holland; check out the mustard-coloured fort
dominating a gorgeous harbour inside a nasty reef. Head west to
a somnolent but equally historic village called Frederiksted,
boasting its own fort – this one cherry-painted.

Visit the site where Columbus and Amerindians first
clashed, climb towering hills through rainforests to discover
views that will take your breath away. Stroll along beaches you
can call your own.  

Watch a pig drink a beer.
Even if you choose not to make this passage you should still

consider a visit to St. Croix.
If not now, then next time, when you choose to embark on

yet another voyage.
Another voyage to the other Virgin Islands. •

Float Plan
• For more information on visiting the other 
Virgin Islands go to www.visitusvi.com

• If you’re a cruiser of a different sort (or even more
lubberly) but still want to hit the water, check out
www.islandwilson.com for a fantastic day 
(or half-day)

• Go to www.cyoacharters.com for both skippered and
bareboat charters originating in St. Thomas.

• Island Yachts – out of American Yacht Harbor –offers
a fleet of Island Packets for skippered or bareboat
options. www.iyc.vi 

• To book a berth for the St. Thomas International
Regatta (March 27-29) go to www.ondecksailing.com

Every sailor who makes it to St. Croix has to visit the Cruzan
Rum Distillery.
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POWER REVIEW | NEPTUNUS 55 EXPRESS

Elegant Custom Yacht Construction
in a More Popular Size

By Andy Adams

It was a particular pleasure to visit the
home of Neptunus Yachts in St.
Catherines, Ontario to review their
new Neptunus 55 Express because for
many years, this builder served a high-
end clientele who generally kept their
yachts down south. Seeing a Canadian-
built Neptunus in Canada was at least
a bit uncommon. Also, their yachts
have been mainly in the larger sizes –
up to 80 feet and there have been lim-
ited facilities in the Great Lakes for
such a big private vessel.

Today, the Great Lakes Canadian
market for larger boats is strong and the
facilities are being built for the growing
number of owners with yachts over 50
feet. Addressing this market, Neptunus
introduced their 55 Express in the sum-
mer of 2014. 

We toured their facilities first and
saw this 55 in it’s final stages of com-
pletion before its launch, then later
returned to run it with Neptunus’
Managing Director, Jan Willem De
Jong. He also took us on a tour of

another Neptunus, this one a 72 Motor
Yacht that was being built. It’s a spa-
cious facility and seeing their craftsmen
and technicians at work was quite
impressive. These are not production
boats; they are what they call semi-cus-
tom and are built one at a time with the
future owner being given a wide range
of choices in materials and finishes.

When you are buying a million dol-
lar yacht, you want it to meet your
expectations in every way!

Also, as soon as we went onboard,
we could sense and feel that this boat
was built to yacht standards. It’s not
just the handsome design or features
like the imposing door to the lazarette.
All the hardware is polished stainless,
massively sized and perfectly suited to
the task. There is a special feel to the
Neptunus. This is not a big boat from a
boat builder, it is a 55 foot yacht from a
yacht builder. 

The test 55 Express was equipped
with some of the more elegant options.
The swim platform is equipped with a
hydraulic lift and all the aft decking
and cockpit are done in hand-laid teak

strip; no synthetic materials here. Side
decks are wide and the railings are big
and high. You can easily get around
this boat.

Stainless steel gates enclose the port
and starboard transom steps. The cock-
pit features a sweeping aft seat with a

PERFORMANCE
ENGINES:
Twin CAT Marine C 12 ACERT diesels,
6-cylinder inline with turbocharging
and aftercooling, 12 litre / 732 ci pro-
ducing 700 hp each. Shaft drive with
prop pockets. ZF JMS Joystick
Manoeuvering System with iAnchor
control, upgraded 25 hp proportional
hydraulic thruster system.

SPEEDS:
25 Knot Cruise
29 Knot Maximum

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 55’1” / 16.76 M
Beam: 15’7” / 4.57 M
Displacement: 50,000 Lbs / 22,679 Kg
Fuel Capacity: 750 Gal / 2839 L
Water Capacity: 160 Gal / 606 L
Waste: 120 Gal / 454 L
Price As Tested Usd: $1,673,550.

Test boat and price provided by
Neptunus Yachts, St. Catherines,
Ontario. www.neptunusyachts.com
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dining table and there are huge storage
lockers here, a sink in a cabinet and
space to have an ice-maker. On the
starboard side is an iAnchor docking
station that works with the ZF Joystick
Manoeuvering system. The test boat
had a 25 hp proportional hydraulic
thruster like larger yachts – serious
power for docking in high winds!

There is perimeter LED pinpoint
courtesy lighting around the side decks
and under the cabin overhang. Forward
you find the Lewmar windlass and mas-
sive anchor as well as a foredeck tan-
ning area. 

Then, back in the cockpit, the

saloon is accessed through a massive
Trend Marine sliding stainless steel
door that latches open for safety. You
step into an elegant living space with a
large u-shaped seating area to starboard
and to port, a large cabinet that
includes a concealed HDTV on an
electric lift.

Most noticeable was the magnificent
dark-stained cherry wood furniture with
blonde finished burled wood tops. The
high-gloss cabinetry is simply stunning
and the burled finish is carried through-
out the interior across the helm area,
down into the galley, lower salon and
dining area and into the cabins.

No detail is missed. Even the big
HDTVs are mounted in matching cus-
tom cherry frames. The décor is not
dark however. In fact, the Neptunus 55
Express has big areas of cabin glass,
white wall panels and headliner and the
huge windshield is open ahead of the
helm to the lower deck. Natural light
just floods down.

A funny thing is that I didn’t realize
the sunroof was open the whole time
we were running the boat. Jan had
opened it and the boat was so quiet, we
didn’t notice! 

The helm is very spacious and laid
out for extended running with side by
side Pompanette seats that feature a
wide range of adjustment for comfort.
Three enormous wipers keep the wind-
shield clear and the test boat’s dash
area included a Raymarine 12” E-
Series touch screen display, twin dis-
plays for depth / speed and autopilot
and even engine room and cockpit
cameras. The wheel is on the center-
line and the companion seat is by the
chart locker with space for the naviga-
tor to really roll it out.

This is an impressive big yacht but
it’s easy to run. The Joystick docking
takes the drama out of close quarters
manoeuvering and the twin Cat C12
ACERT electronically controlled
diesels are smooth and powerful at all
speeds right up to the 29 knot maxi-
mum. The 55 Express is intended to
cruise at 25 knots, nicely planed off and
with each engine burning 26.4 gph.
That’s very good for such a big vessel.
The 55 Express displaces 50,000
pounds yet the power assisted
hydraulic steering is precise and effort-
less and the hull tracks unerringly. Long
distances are not a strain.

Of course, you’ll want something to
eat when onboard and the galley down
layout includes an expanse of Corian
counter top with a four-burner cooktop

The burled wood finish at the helm is quite impressive, but so is the spacious layout
with companion seat and chart area to starboard.

The galley is visible in this shot of the
dining area with it’s high-gloss cabinetry
and plush upholstery. Notice the light
coming in from above.
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The NEW Evolution autopilots deliver a new 
level of accurate autopilot control. Evolution 
autopilots perceive their environment and 
then instantly calculate and evolve steering 
commands to maximise performance. The 
result is precise and confident course keeping, 
regardless of vessel speed or sea conditions.

 

 EV-2 for Drive-by-Wire propulsion systems
 Improved performance
 Easy installation
  Automagic calibration – no sea trial required

Available from Your Marine Electronics Expert

The NEW Evolution autopilots deliver a new 
level of accurate autopilot control. Evolution 
autopilots perceive their environment and 
then instantly calculate and evolve steering 
commands to maximise performance. The 
result is precise and confident course keeping, 
regardless of vessel speed or sea conditions.

 EV-1 autopilots for cockpit and Inboard 
applications

 EV-2 for Drive-by-Wire propulsion systems
 Improved performance
 Easy installation
  Automagic calibration – no sea trial required

by AEG, a convection microwave with oven to really cook a
grand meal, side-by-side refrigerator and freezer, double
sinks and abundant storage for dishes, cutlery, etc.

Opposite is the dinette with u-shaped seating, another
gorgeous cherry and burled wood table and the two port
holes here are enclosed by more cabinetry for storage of all
your loose items. Our test boat had the optional electronics
package with Bose surround sound, big sub-woofers hidden
in the seat bases and an HDTV screen in the dining area.

The guest stateroom is forward with a queen island berth,
four port holes, a generous amount of storage space and this
has separate access to the day head. 

Aft is the master stateroom and it’s full beam with his
and hers dressers, hanging lockers and optionally, four large
opening ports that bring in loads of light and fresh air. Like
the day head, the master head has an enclosed shower,
bowl sink, elegant fixtures and a very tasteful basket weave
pattern tile floor.

Everywhere you look the Neptunus 55 Express has an
impressive level of fit and finish but perhaps the yacht level
of quality and equipment is most obvious in the bright white
engine room where the rigging is clearly top notch.

Given the price, the Neptunus 55 Express is not for every-
one but for those buyers who really appreciate quality and
the personal touch in all aspects of ownership, this is a yacht
you should see in person. •

This is just a part of the bright and beautifully rigged 
engine room.
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SAIL REVIEW | DELPHIA 31

Exquisite Workmanship 
and Attention to Detail

By Katherine Stone 
Photos by Penny McLaren

After a week of overcast skies and no
wind, I was pleasantly surprised and
relieved to see the clouds lift, the sun
come out, and the breeze come up for a
beautiful sail off the shores of northern
Lake Ontario on the functional, solid,
and very reliable Delphia 31, show-
cased at North Lakes Yachting, Inc. in
Mississauga, Ontario. Owner and pres-
ident, Slavek Kroliklewicz joined me,
along with photographer, Penny
McLaren for a stunning sail in lovely 8-
10 knot breeze. Slavek is passionate
about these boats because of their
exquisite workmanship and attention to
every detail, down to the stainless steel
rather than plastic holding tanks, and
use of finished marine plywood in their
craftsmanship. 

Two brothers, Piotr and Wojciech
Kot launched their idea of building a
boat in their garage. Unlike Rod
Johnston, their garage was 27 feet long,
instead of 24. They were delayed in
completing the boat, and were unable

delphia and liked the city so much, they
shortened the name to christen the
boats they manufactured to Delphia.
They have no loans from the bank, no
shareholders, no deficit financing, and
a long stable management team – it is
truly family owned and operated. They
employ 500 local craftsmen and work-
ers to produce 2300 boats/year (rough-

to get into the Euopean boat show in
January, so were outside in the cold
with parkas to promote their new cre-
ation. Not only did they sell their proto-
type, they received orders for five more
boats, to commence the Sport Lake
line of watercrafts. The shipyard was
then opened in 1990 in the northeast
corner of Poland in the town of Olecko.
In 2002 they rebranded the boat line.
Their father had travelled to Phila -

Katherine Stone and Slavek Krolikiewicz.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Fix Keel - Long
Centreboard weight wheel
Keel Type Long keel
Length overall 9.85 m 32.32 ft
Hull length 9.48 m 31.10 ft
Beam 3.40 m 11.15 ft
Draft 1.85 m 6.07 ft
Total weight 5,100 kg 11,244 lbs
Ballast weight 1650 kg 3638 lbs
Motor type inboard
Engine (max) 30 HP
Tank capacity 100.0 I 22.0 gal.UK
Water tank 150.0 I 33.0 gal.UK
Holding tank 47.0 I 10.3 gal.UK
Main sail area 23.00 m2 247.57 ft2
Genoe area (fock) 22.35 m2 240.57 ft2
Category CE A-6
Designer: Andrzej Skrzat

ly 80 %power/20 % sail) and they won’t
make a boat unless they sail it first.

The Delphia 31 is built to last, surviv-
ing roll overs and rocks, the boat comes
away without structural damage.
Designed by Andrew Skrzat, the boat
comes with so many options, that you
end up with a custom-designed boat for
the price of a “box boat”. The interior
offers five different wood colours of
beech, cherry, walnut, teak, or
mahogany. Full length grab rails and
other hand holds throughout the cabin
provide for safety, comfort, and stability.
The panoramic windows allow natural
light to flood the cabin that can easily
accommodate six adults for sleeping and
eating. The cabin height of 6’4” also
takes into account the length of the
berths to sleep people of these heights!
The backs of the settees even come off
to provide wider, fully cushioned berths
in the salon. Everywhere your eye rests,
corners and surfaces are finished with
craftsmanship. Storage is abundant
throughout, not only under the settees,
but also under the v-berth. Grills are
found throughout the cabin to ensure
good ventilation in areas that might
attract mildew. LED lighting is regulated
with switches on the cabin top. Separate
switches for the engine and house bat-
teries, allow you to start the engine on
the house battery in an emergency. The

salon ceiling hatch is equipped with
both a screen and sun shade that is
recessed into the cabin top.

The compact galley has oodles of
storage, gas or electric two burner stove
and oven, 75 L fridge, and seven
options for the countertops from a HPL
composite material to Corian, to ensure
they resemble your own home kitchen.
The marine head is equipped with a
shower that pulls up from the faucet
and a 150 litre fresh water tank that is
above the water line.

Cooling air fans inside the cabin are
installed at the factory in Poland, so
that no cables are visible, along with
any other custom requests. Even wires
running inside the Seldon mast all

meet at the base of the mast on the
cabin ceiling which is accessible from
inside the salon.

All Delphia boats are made of closed
cell rigid foam (Airex) in a sandwich
construction of vinylester gelcoat for
more durability, like that of ocean racing
boats which allows them to be lighter,
stronger, and safer. The aluminum toe
rail is constructed into the hull for
strength and safety. All their yachts are
certified Open Ocean by the European
Union Standards, Germanische, Lloyds,
and Transport Canada.

Moving topsides you will find that
the cockpit door comes off and stores
on top of the companionway. Teak laid
cockpit seats and flooring add nice

every inch of space is used for storage.

Finely appointed galley with Corian counters.
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CHARTER

MARTIN MARINE

VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES WITH A GREAT SELECTION
, North Vancouver, 

B.C.  Phone: 604-985-0911

Toll Free: 1-866-985-0911
FREE PARKING

yachtpaint.com

warmth to the self-draining, generous
cockpit with a small swim platform and
liberal size lockers. Harken self-tailing
winches make for easy sail trimming.
Rather than sheet bags, Delphia uses
smart rubber hooks and hangers to
keep your lines tidy and off the cockpit
floor. The dodger folds down easily and
is a breeze to put back up with easy
rubberized loops rather than snaps to
hold it in place.

The rack and pinion steering is

made by Jefa (Danish) and when under
motor is powered by an 18 HP Volvo
Penta engine that feeds on a 100 litre
diesel tank. Starting your engine only
requires a push of a button, so your
keys are one less thing you can forget!
You can chose from a shaft or sail drive,
although the prop wash certainly is
reduced with the sail drive. 

Keeping with options theme,
although the model found at North
Lakes Yachting has AGM batteries and
BEP electrical systems, you may wish
to opt for Raymarine or Garmin. The
keel is available in two types of swing
keels for sailing in smaller lakes or a
fixed 6 foot cast iron keel for blue water
sailing. Although the jib is self-furling,
you may wish to have a self-furling
main or a fixed main. Elvstrom sails
made in Poland complete the sail-away
package. Would you like to go through

locks and under bridges – they also
have a mast lowering unit available!

This compact family/classic/modern
cruiser was built on principal and the
Kot brothers stand by their principals. I
think that is why Slavek really enjoys
doing business with them and you will
too. The sail-away package has every-
thing including an electric windlass with
remote control, gennaker, bow sprit, cus-
tomized dodger/bimini and safety pack-
age, so you literally CAN sail it away
from the dock for $165,000 Canadian.
With the dependability of working with
the largest builder of luxury yachts,
between 7-15 metres in length, in
Poland, it is easy to see why they won
the 2012/2013 European Open Tran -
som Boat of the Year award. •

For more images of the Delphia 31 
visit www.CanadianYachting.ca

Gennaker is easy to launch.
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UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTSon the water
Call 855.201.9629 or visit www.moorings.com/cy

Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,
where the warmth of spring turns ordinary sailing into 
unforgettable charters.

Leave the Winter Cold
in Your Wake

Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,
where the warmth of spring turns ordinary sailing into 
unforgettable charters.

Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,
where the warmth of spring turns ordinary sailing into 
unforgettable charters.

Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,
where the warmth of spring turns ordinary sailing into 
unforgettable charters.

Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,
where the warmth of spring turns ordinary sailing into 
unforgettable charters.

Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,
where the warmth of spring turns ordinary sailing into 
Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,Experience paradise in the British Virgin Islands,
where the warmth of spring turns ordinary sailing into 
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CHARTER

Est. 1986

“BVI’sBest Dealson Keels!”

27th Charter Season27th Charter Season

• Bareboat/Skippered
• Monohulls 32' - 52'
• Catamarans
38' - 47'

• Bareboat/Skippered
• Monohulls 32' - 52'
• Catamarans
38' - 47'

Conch Charters Ltd.
British Virgin Islands

Conch Charters Ltd.
British Virgin Islands

CANADIAN OWNED
AND OPERATED

Our Cat prices will make you purrr!!
WWW.CONCHCHARTERS.COM

email: sailing@conchcharters.com 
Tel. (284) 494-4868 • Toll Free: USA 800-521-8939 • Canada 800-463-6625

Yacht Brokerage Division: charteryachtsales.com

“Best Yacht Management Program”

Our Cat prices will make you purrr!!
WWW.CONCHCHARTERS.COM

email: sailing@conchcharters.com 
Tel. (284) 494-4868 • Toll Free: USA 800-521-8939 • Canada 800-463-6625

Yacht Brokerage Division: charteryachtsales.com

“Best Yacht Management Program”

Footloose – Superior budget sailing
in the British Virgin Islands.

800.416.1167  |  www.footloosecharters.com





EARLY BOOKING DISCOUNTS 
FOR 2015 BOOKINGS

1519 Foreshore Walk, Granville Island, Vancouver, BC. V6H3X3
Tel: 604-682-2161  Toll Free 1-800-237-2392  Fax 604-682-2722

Customized Cruise & Learn
With our private Cruise & Learn program you complete the course theory at home then do the practical with a 
professional instructor as part of a cruising holiday

Yacht Lease
Our Yacht Share program is an ideal way to learn to boat and enjoy year-round cruising without owning your 
own yacht. Starting at about $375 per month you can enjoy sailing or power boating for up to 64 days a year

Chartering

and explore Desolation Sound, the Gulf Islands, the San Juans or the Sunshine Coast
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BROKERAGE

1 Year (6 issues) $31.95 + Tax
2 Year (12 issues) $47.95 + Tax
3 Year (18 issues) $59.95 + Tax

For more information please contact
Eileen Walsh
eileenwalsh@kerrwil.com
705-527-7666

mysubscription.ca/cysub

Subscribe Now!









AT SKYLINE MARINA - 7851 RIVER ROAD,
RICHMOND, BC. V6X 1X8, CANADA.

www.meridianyachts.ca

42’ Labelle Motor Yacht 
A very roomy & comfortable cruiser with 
many recent up grades. 2 staterooms, 
2 heads…sleeps 9. Twin Volvos diesels. 

Only $119,800 
Call Rich 604-880-3806

Albemarle 28’ 
Proven Express Fisher with Great Hull Design,

Well Appointed Cabin & Luxury Details.
Buy the Best! 

Call Rich for Details 604-880-3806

48 Sea Ray Sundancer 2006 
High end luxury sport yacht, Blue hull, 

Hydraulic swim/tender platform 
c/w Sea Doo, Low hours on twin Cummins,
Twin Raymarine C-120 Nav. stations, SS

BBQ, Bow thruster & more.
Call John 778-886-8695

Join Our Exclusive Club 
Join our Exclusive Club and enjoy fantastic cruising aboard beautiful, 

fully crewed Yachts like these in some of the 
Best Destinations in the World

Call Rich for details 604-880-3806 or rroberts@meridianyachts.ca

We are honored to present the Classic Burger Motor Yacht “Oriana” for very exclusive 
charters to the Gulf Islands, Desolation Sound, and destinations of your choice. 

Originally built for Mr. Burger’s personal yacht, her pedigree is a story waiting to be told.
Call Shannon Rae to discuss this wonderful opportunity…

604-805-8350

3788 Bayliner 2001
Very clean & capable familycruiser with

room for the whole family. Twin 360hp en-
gines, Garmin Plotter, Raymarine Radar, Re-

verse cycle heat/AC. 
ONLY $129,000 

Call Don Cuff 778-245-2394

131’ World Class Cruising Yacht
Ocean crossing range, luxurious accommoda-
tions, built to a very high standard. Nearing

completion. Buy now and pick your 
final finishes. Excellent price. 
Call Rich 604-880-3806

107’ Custom Motor Yacht 
A handcrafted masterpiece with exceptional accommodations for 
10 guests plus crew.  Contemporary styling, spacious salon, 
private dining, huge flybridge & hot tub all at a 17 knot cruise.

Call Rich Roberts for Details  604-880-3806

127’ Custom Mega Yacht
Opulent accommodations abound on this World Class Yacht. 

Huge Interior Space, 6 Ensuited Staterooms, Skylounge, Fantastic 
Finishing. Amazing Price! 

Call Rich Roberts for Details 604-880-3806

78’ Marlow Explorer 
A proven offshore cruiser with the ability 
to cross any ocean non-stop with safety 

and comfortable luxury.
Call Rich Roberts 604-880-3806

66’ Cheoy Lee Sport Fisher
A fast and comfortable cruiser with 1750 hp
twin Detroit Diesels. Large fishing cockpit.
Great views from the salon and bridge. 

Many recent upgrades.
Only $295,000 

Call Heiko 604-760-6500

58’ Westbay Sonship
Captain maintained to a high standard. 

A luxurious interior and loaded 
with features. Twin Detroit Diesels, 

2 gensets, trolling valve.
Only $639,000 Call John 778-886-8695

42’ Grand Banks Europa 2004
Pristine & meticulous in every detail. 
Very safe, dependable cruiser with 

twin Cummins diesels & many extras. 
Must be seen!

Call John: 778-886-8695

92’ Custom Expedition Yacht 2010 
Very high end systems with backups provide
for very safe cruising anywhere in the world 
on this beautiful expedition yacht by the 

AllSeas Shipyard. 
Call Rich Roberts 604-880-3806

72’ Motor Yacht
Just completing a refit and ready for your va-
cation or family cruise. A very roomy yacht with

4 staterooms, 3 heads, and lots of toys.
for more details Call Don 778-245-2394

CHARTER

SALES • CHARTER • FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP • MANAGEMENT

THIS ONE SOLD

Now Sellin
g Hull #

4

YACHTS FOR SALE

95’ Palmer Marine Raised Pilothouse
Spacious entertaining areas in stunning
maple finish. Country galley with large
dinette, large windows throughout. 
Refit in 2000 incl. new machinery.

Call Heiko 604-760-6500

97’ Marlow Command Bridge
Pick your leg of the journey as we cruise the
Caribbean, the Panama Canal, Costa Rica,
Baja, and the Pacific Northwest. Ultimate

luxury for 14 guests and stops at interesting
ports or fun on the water with all the toys.

Expressions of interest, 
Call Shannon Rae 604-805-8350

NEW LISTINGS

EXPEDITION CHARTER

EXPEDITION RESORTS

CHARTER

JOHN PILLSBURY
778-886-8695
GERRY PREFONTAINE
604-724-6788

WES BADKE
250-505-3112
JESSE BURCH
604-250-7972

RICH ROBERTS
604-880-3806
DAVID ROSSI
604-306-9375

CAPT. HEIKO HANSEN
604-760-6500
DON CUFF
778-245-2394

SHANNON RAE, Charter Manager
604-805-8350
RORY WOODS
604-880-5576



Campion        Kingfisher        Yamaha        Volvo Penta         MerCruiser

8211 River Road, Richmond, BC,  V6X 1X8  |  sales@galleonmarine.com
For all the listings go to: www.galleonmarine.com or call 604-273-7544

R I C H M O N DR I C H M O N D

GALLE  N
M A R I N E

2000 CARVER 326
aft cabin, fresh 5.7 EFI Crusaders

2008 CAMPION 682 EXPLORER
$78,900

2004 BAYLINER 305
freshwater shed kept.  $62,500

2014 Campion LX 825i , 430 EVC Duoprop2015 Kingfisher 2525 and 2825 Offshores now in stock 

2008  FOUR WINNS H190 
4.3 Mercruiser.  FWC. $23,500 

CAMPION 545I ALLANTE SE
BLOWOUT SALE $31,000

2015 CAMPION 622 EXPLORER WA HT 
Yamaha F200

CAMPION 17’ 492 EXPLORER.
Yamaha F70 

2015 CAMPION 682 EXPLORER HARDTOP 
Yamaha F300XCA

For over 40 Years on the Fraser River across from the Vancouver Airport

2006 BAYLINER 325
freshwater shed kept. $82,900

DEMO 
SAVE 

$30,000

ONLY 
1 LEFT



Welded 

Heavy-Gauge

Aluminum

Campion        Kingfisher        Yamaha        Volvo Penta         MerCruiser

8211 River Road, Richmond, BC,  V6X 1X8  |  sales@galleonmarine.com
For all the listings go to: www.galleonmarine.com or call 604-273-7544
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ANCHORAGE

Toll Free 1- 800-263-7140 or transport@andrewstrucking.com

“Wanted - Ontario Dealers”

Welded Aluminum Boats

1-888-668-6808 25
YEARS

25YEARS

• Westerbeke Gas and Diesel Generators
•
•

 Westerbeke Diesel  
 

Propulsion Engines

• Universal Diesel Engines
• Velvet Drive transmission and parts
• SeaKamp Heat exchangers
• Speedseal Impeller covers
• Transmission repairs Hurth, ZF, Paragon,Velvet Drive
• Repair parts for Mercruiser, Volvo, Crusader

• phone-1-519-825-4631 • fax-1-519-825-7752 • parts 1-800-345-8341
website: www.anthonykeatsmarine.com

email: anth-kea@on.aibn.com

Westerbeke Industrial Diesel Gen Sets

www.gosailto.com
416-529-4361

YACHT TIME FRACTIONAL SAILING

drehflügelpropeller

The VARI-FamilyThe LARGEST 
selection

Both FOLDING 
& FEATHERING

UNSURPASSED 
German Engineering

NAUTILUS PROPELLER  Phone: 416-503-1931  greg@nautilusvariprop.ca  
For more information and a quote visit www.nautilusvariprop.ca

Consult the VARIPROPELLER 
experts for the best solution to  

your needs and budget
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ANCHORAGE

Boat insurance.  
It’s what we do!

 

 

www.northstarinsurance.ca
info@northstarinsurance.ca 

1.866.717.9295      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place Your Ad Here

ADVERTISE HERE
in the 
Anchorage Section

For more information and rates
Contact Mary Nicoll Today!
905-535-2866
mnicoll@kerrwil.com
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Introducing WinchRite 
Winch Drive by Sailology
A Real Cordless Electric Winch Handle.

Now Available at the CY Store

www.canadianyachting.ca/cystore

The new WinchRite Cordless Electric 
Winch Drive is the recipient of a 2010 
NMMA Innovation Award! It is compact, 
lightweight, and extremely easy to use. 
Winchrite will drive your standard 
winches as if they were electric. The 
exterior housing is a composite of ABS 
and PC plastics resulting in superior 
durability and strength, with integrated non-skid rubber inlays. Designed specifically 
for use on a sailboat's winches, it achieves 110+NM of torque and reaches variable 
speeds of 50-120 RPM in both directions. The integrated stainless steel winch cog 
contains a unique drive to prevent failure in both rotation directions and will not 
unthread or snap the retaining screw.
Every Winchrite Winch Drive comes with a quick charging device; 100-240 volt shore 
power; a 12-volt Trickle charging device and a storage tote bag.

Offering a comprehensive range 
of mobile, professional, marine 
services and yacht management 
in the Greater Toronto Area

DEALER

983 Rangeview Rd., Mississauga, ON L5E 1H2

info@torontoyachtservices.com
www.torontoyachtservices.com

ANCHORAGE
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CROSSING THE LINE

The Miracle that is 
Wednesday Night Racing
By John Morris

DATELINE: WEDNESDAY

Discovery Network has missed it. Where is David Suzuki’s inter-
pretation of one of humankind’s greatest natural achievements?
Nowhere. When will the MPs rise in Parliament to praise this
amazing institution? Never.

Yet, today is indeed Wednesday and one of the most intricate
processes of the human condition has already begun. And I am
part of it!

I rise, shower (etc.) and greet a glorious morning. I select my
shorts – comfortable and sturdy enough for grinding yet bold and
fresh in order to lift the spirits of my skipper. Regatta T-shirt, per-
haps something funky and weather worn or something a little
more crisp, a freshly ironed Henley. Yes, that’s it, with a little
wreath on the pocket to add just a hint of graciousness.

While I am readying my day, I can speculate that many more
people are doing the same.  My pal Jamie is a much earlier riser
than I and is already hard at work seeing clients, preparing esti-
mates and guiding the team who create the architectural prod-
ucts he designs.  But on the jobsite, out of the corner of his eye,
he sees a poplar bend in the wind and his automatic weather
integration senses are activated. It’s 10 now, the thermal is com-
ing on, Intellicast calls for 12-15 from the SW. ‘Hmmmm- if
there’s gusts, maybe we should use the number 3,’ he ponders, 
“ Yes, Mrs. Rosenthal, we will have the project completed before
the holidays,” he smartly returns to the moment.

Across town, Miranda, our enthusiastic race committee con-
vener is spending today teaching calculus to a class of slack
eighth graders, only one of whom is paying any attention at all.
They are variously texting covertly, peering out the window and
sleeping since their bio-clocks are still on snooze. Yet Miranda
continues  blithely on, drawing weird symbols on the board and
explaining them meticulously to tomorrow’s doctors and scien-
tists who will realize that vital information has gone in one ear
and out only when next spring and exam time arrive.

Between board annotations Miranda uses her razor mind
to calculate tonight’s course. ‘If the wind stays around 225,
we can anchor at zero and head to mark 5. Yes!’ she cheers
quietly to herself.

Around 1 pm, Lee winds up a Skype with a client in Leeds
and realizes that he is entirely out of snacks for the crew tonight.
The beauty of the morning conspires with the munchies short-
age and Lee calls it a day for this Wednesday. ‘There will be

plenty of time for work in November,’ he correctly observes and
grabs his fleece and sailing gloves as he heads out the door.  

As you will observe on figure A, there are several time and
distance loci at play here as nature gently spreads her web across
the whole city and draws the participants inexorably toward
their dock slips. The pattern echoes the natural pattern of a this-
tle or the wings of a butterfly. Nature is indeed stunning.

Way over in the west end, Phil stops by Fogh Marine for a
fresh can of McLube.  ‘Today’s the day,’ he smiles proudly to
Farhanaa who carefully places the can into a paper bag and
hands it to him, smiling warmly. In Mississauga, Cat slips her
deck shoes out of her bag and throws her work boots under her
desk, and hops into her Aston, heading for the club. Richard fin-
ishes a healthy snack, readying his body for the task ahead.

With the rhythm of Nature’s magic oscillating, the cars, bikes
and transit riders converge simultaneously as 5:30 clicks on 100
assorted smartphones (which the ones who are driving don’t
look at of course, but intuitively feel.)

Miranda boards the RC boat with a smile and a blush.
Richard eases it authoritatively away from the dock.  Hails of
‘cast off ’ and ‘toss the pretzels in the cockpit’ ring in the air as
the fleet heads off the dock with a compelling unison that none
understand but all know perfectly.

At 6:25 with the precision of the rising of the moon or the
simultaneous flow of a million maple trees releasing their sap,
32 boats arrive at one place, at one time, with one goal.  It is the
marvel of a Wednesday night unfolding as part of the universe.
The P-flag is raised, the gun goes off, Mother Nature smiles. •
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Volvo Canada and Sail Canada are proud partners in sailing excellence.

The Volvo XC60 Ocean Race Edition is driven by the spirit of adventure. And soon, it can 
also be driven by you. This limited-edition, nautically-inspired SUV is now available in Canada. 
Thanks to exclusive styling cues like 18” Portunus alloys, premium leather seats with orange 
stitching and rear cargo cover featuring the Volvo Ocean Race map, just sitting in one sets 
you apart – and lets the world know you dare to be different. Learn more at volvocars.ca.

New adventures are now just a length away.


